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Tight Races Reception To Climax
Highlight International Week
Class Voting

Sixteen representatives from the ternational Ball at 9 p.m. in the
San Francisco consular corps will Hawaiian Gardens.
*
*
*
be honored tonight at 8 at an invitational reception in the Hawaiian
Run Smith and Maurice Jour- Gardens.
datie earned narrow victories in
The foreign representatives will
me junior and sophomore presibring
official greetings to San Jose
and
respectively,
races,
dential
Bruce Macpherson coasted to the State from their home countries to
,eraer presidency on a white hel- climax the International Week acot in the class elections ending tivities here.
.;,estertlay.
As guests of the Intercultural
Smith, a San Jose sophomore,
The International Ball will make
Council and the Political Science
its appearance tonight at 9 p.m.
pulled 161 votes for his win over
department,
co-sponsors
of
Interin the Hawaiian Gardens as the
George Clause, who attracted 108
national Week, the consular corps
finale to International Week at
.n the election which drew an unrepresentatives
will
meet
with
colcommonly low number of voters.
San Jose State.
lege and city officials, student leadJeurdane, Huntington Beach
The International Queen of SJS
ers
and
international
students
atwill be crowned at the Ball tofreshman, totaled 178 votes to
tending SJS at the reception.
night. Five coeds are vying for
hurdle opponents Steve Hassett
Among the guests tonight Will be the reigning title.
i114/. and Skip Yazel (75) in the
Mr. and Mrs. Zadik Shai, consul of
sophomore race.
The gala ball will be highlightalacpherson, junior Business Israel; Donald Stokes, information ed tonight by a one and a half
Management major from Oakland officer, British Consular corm and hour of dancing and musical enterhad an easier time of it with 345 Mr. and Mrs. Javad Kowsar, Con- tainment featuring talent from all
Macpherson and Jourdane sul General of Iran.
corners of the world.
Also among the dignitaries will
The program will begin at 10
were SPUR supported.
In other senior results, Owen be Mr. and Mrs. Fidel V. Giron, o’clock with an American-Indian
Grande defeated Gary Wexler far Consul of Philippines; Miss Elsa dance by members of the Amerthe vice presidency 216-151, while Vivanco chancellor, Consulate of ican -Indian Council of northern
John Haggerty (349), Ellen Nor- Columbia; Wagdy Shalaby, Vice California.
Karin Lum, representing the
ris 339), and Harlene Heller 1335) Consul of the United Arab Repubwon the posts of secretary, treas. lic; and Mr. and Mrs. J. Grooth- Arab-American Student assn. will
sing and dance "I Enjoy Being A
irer, and interclass representative. aert, Consul General of Belgium.
,espeCtiVCly, on white ballots.
Other official guests will include Girl."
French songs of the Renaissance
Ken Howell became junior vice Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Sporrong, Chanpresident, unopposed, with 256 cery Officer, Consular corp of Swe- will be performed by Mr. and Mrs.
votes and Pam Stoddard (194) den; Mr. and Mrs. Filiberto Ciarlo, Jean Somville.
A colorful "sakutting," a battle
won the position of secretary over Consul General of Italy, and MoDonna Bell (71). Other junior hanunad Mehdi, president, Arab In- dance from the Philippines, will be
undertaken by the Philippine stusinners were Sharon Reed for formation Center.
treasurer (320), and Val Tint for
The consular corps representa- dents of San Jose city college.
The Cossack Dancers, a group
interclass representative (315). tives also will be guests at the Inof skillful Russian dancers, will
buth unopposed.
--feature Eugene V. Nikiforod and
New sophomore vice president
Sahin Jarov’s Cossack choir. Rusis Cliff Gutterman who defeated
sian folk sumo] will be presented
Kathy Miller 223-133. In the only
by Anna launbriarne under the
other contested freshman post,
sponsorship of the Russian dub
Penny Roper won the class treasof San Jose State.
urer’s job with 237 votes to Ginny
The entertainment will be diLaisne’s 116.
vided into two parts and the secSharon, MeNew became freshRifles,
lower
division
Pershing
ond section will begin at 11:15
man secretary unopposed with 328
military science men’s honorary, with the Israeli folk dancers, prevoles.
announced its officer changeover sented by the SJS Israeli Student
organization.
recently.
The Croatian folk dancers, feaofficers turing Natasha Zahasov, will presemester’s
new
This
Plans for a new SJS College
retained sent dances representative of the
Vega.
are:
Gabriel
F.
T.
Union. which have received suplas unit commander; Gary Ogley, nation.
port from the California state
FitzgerThe colorful and exciting Jacollege trustees committee on fi- executive officer; Jerry
Torn maican limbo dance, together with
nance, would involve total costs ald, personnel officer;
of S3 million, according to Dr. Reichle, expansion officer; Jim the steel drums, will be offered by
Randy Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Johnson.
Dwight Bentel, chairman of the Corbin. operations officer;
Bernett, supply officer; Andy MaClimaxing the international probuilding fund.
public information officer.
gram will he an Indian folk dance
Dr. Bente’, head of the Journal- lovos,
These men replace this semes- presented by the Indian students
ism and Advertising department,
said the committee believes it has ter’s officers who were: William of San Jose State.
Tickets for the Ball are on sale
enough funds to qualify for an Dias, Bruce MacMillan, Bill Holly,
initial payment and a government and Alan Greene, and R. J. Milos. today at the cafeteria for $2 a
loan. pending approval of the
Installed as new first sergeant couple for students and $10 a
couple for non-students.
Board of Trustees.
was Mike Ayer.

SJS SITE
11112S
Washington Confirms
Summer Training Plan

Dance To End
Entire Week
Of Celebration

’Rifles’ Selects
New Officers

College Union

Democrat Lewis Attacks SAC
For ’Flag Waving’ Birch Front
tly tat ItOLVN LlaND
State senate candidate Joseph F.
Lee is seized an opportunity to conde :.e the political activities of Stua,ainst Communism yesterin he stood on the stage of
ata-ris lariley auditorium, pointed
to the former leaders of the organization and accused them of "waving the flag but holding democratic
Principles in contempt."
Lewis appeared in a debate with
(Pilaw Democratic candidates Robera Jordan and Edward Schroer.
Moderated by Dr. Frederic A.
Ve4.4-1, head of the Political Science
department, and sponsored by SAC.
Lewis began his tirade by expressing his reluctance to appear
before an organization he considered a "John Birch front group,
dedicated to embarrassing Demorats"
"You people consider yourselves
’he bulwark of conservatism, when
aerere actually an albatross around
the neck of your own political orranization," he charged.
CONDITIONS UNMET
LAVAS complained that his conditions for appearing had not been
net lie had asked that a responsible faculty member moderate the
debate and appreciated Professor
Weed’s presence, but noted that
( dark Bradley, Republican senatorail
had not been invited
a he had insisted.

Lewis took his full 10 minutes
to chastise the group, calling them
"the true subversives in our institutions," and neglected the campaign issues he was to have explored with Jordan and Schroer.
Jordan accused Lewis of being
"grossly guilty of not being willing
to represent the true spectrum of
the constituents in the county."
He warned against the subterfuge of extremists who use party
backing to espouse their own ideas.
TV CHALLENGE
Jordan challenged Lewis to are
year on a panel with William F.
Stanton, SJS associate professor of
and Henry Hammer, both Democrats seeking nomination for state
assembly, and himself. Jordan
said he and Hammer had attriael to
finance a television debate between
the four when the financial responsibility was assumed by the League
of Women Voters.
Lewis agreed to the debate in his
final speech. saying he’d debate
willingly any time before a responsible audience. He later suggested
that Jordan confine the appearance
to themselves.
Schroer wished no involvement
In the argument between his opponents, saying such battles damage
their party. He labeled each of
them "personable but poorly
equipped" as senatorial candidates.
"Jordan has virtually disqualified

himself by flip-flopping from conservative to liberal in an effort ta
gain endorsement of the California
Democratic clubs, and from liberal
to middle-of-the-road when he lost
it to Lewis." he said.
Schroer called the economic development of the state and county
the No. 1 campaign issue. He seeks
"further streamlining of the present Democratic administration in
clearing up years of payroll -padding and empire building by Republicans in Sacramento.
MUTUAL PREDICTIONS
During the debate, Jordan predicted Sehrner would drop out of
the campaign in favor of Lewis,
and Schroer denied the prediction.
He added one of his own, that Jordan would drop out before June 5.
Saying he had no proof for acresetions, Lewis suggested that SAC
members present who had followed
him to speaking engagements, attempting to ask him embarrassing
queetinns, were also "of the ts-pe
who made anonymous phone calls
to my home and were reeporisible
for ripping apart campaign literst u re. "
Richard Reeb and John Gustafson, both affiliated with SAC. questioned Lewis concerning past political associations and, making no
denials, asked for documentation of
the group’s participation in the
campaign vandalism.

,
13) KEITH TAKAHASHI
San Jose State will be one of sevoral Peace Corps training sites this I
. summer, according to Dr. James Vv
, Thornton, professor of education
and assistant to the President
Confirmation from peace Carps
, headquarters in Washington yesterday sets the beginning of train- ji
ing of Peace Corps members des,
tined for the Philippines for June
21 to August 29,
Dr. Thornton said that an inten- I
sive program of studies has been
set up and that trainees will attend,
15 to 50 hours of classes a week. I

instruction "in meeting an alien
culture."
Dr. Thornton said that ela.sses
concerning the United States are
included in the program. He said
that the candidates "have to
view what they know about
American culture."
This summer’s training Program,
according to Dr. Thornton, "is a
part of the selection process. "The
trainees must satisfactorily pass
the courses and be physically fit.
Dr. Gene Vv’allar, SJS professor of
psychology, will serve as selective
officer, to gather evidence that
trainees are qualified to serve as
members of the Peace Corps."
The college, according to Dr.
Thornton, has already received 500
pound.s of books for the training
program. He said that the "admin.
istration and faculty have been
most enthusiastic in the application
of the college in the program."

The 200 Peace Corps candidates
from all over the nation will train
;is teachers’ assistants in Filipino
elementary schools, Dr. Thornton
said. Trainees will serve as instructars in English language and sciGAY DANCERSColorfully dressed in their native costumes,
;
enee courses.
Ike United American Croatian dancers twirl in a gay circle while
rehearsing for the International Ball tonight. The Croatian dancers
Peace Corps trainees will take. Playgoers To Attend
will appear in an hour-long program at +he Bi-it featuring singers
courses on the languages of the
and dancers from throughout the world. Slated for the Hawaiian
Philippines, Dr. Thornton said. T!
Shakespeare Classic
0,-.t141
Gardens, the Ball will begin at 9 p.m.
candidates "will also have to learn
to teach the English language as a I An all-college theater party will
foreign language," the &Ts pram. be sponsored by the English de.
I pertinent Saturday, May 26, to a
ear added.
by the
Although the majority of instruc- Apecrtf.ororm’s
alrno7ksohfoP.HinenSirrFranci.
tors for the training program are
Instead of the regular $3 admisSJS faculty members, 10 teachers ,
the Philippines will give sion, the Workshop is offering tick.
courses on the Philippine culture_ eta to students and faculty meritAccording to Dr Thornton. the berg for $1.5The Inner Quad will take on a Zans. European princess; Pauline
Playgoers can arrange their own
. Peace Corps trainees must receive
gay, colorful look today for the Lymheris, North American printransportation or take a chartered
International Day bazaar from 11 cess: Nara Rao, Asian princess and
Greyhound bus which will leave
Karin Luna African princess.
a.m. to 3 p.m.
from the Administration building
The International Queen of San
As a climax to week-long InterMay
Associated Worn- at I pin"
26’
Interviews
for
tonight
crowned
Jose
State
will
be
bathe
festivities,
Week
national
Price for the round-trip ticket is
will be conen
Students’
offices
Ball,
slated
at
the
International
and
pas,
zaar will feature foods
1.8
5.
Regular
price
round-trip tickfor 9 p.m. in the Hawaiian Gar- ducted in the College Union today SC15 are
tries from 15 different countries.
. .
Sue
from 1-5 o m
dens.
" " according t
1 Tickets may be purchased in the
Sold from brightly decorated
An award will also be presented Curia, AWS president-elect
English department office, F0102,
booths, the international foods will ,
Students
who
applied
for
the
poauthentic
booth
in
most
to
the
from 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-5 p.m.
include sukiyaki, delicate French I
bazaar. Judges will con- sitams were given a time but, due
today’s
Deadline for ticket purchase is
pastries, Israeli falafel, won-ton
sider costumes and decorations in to a misunderstanding, were not Tuesday.
and shish -kebab.
told where to go, said Miss Curia
awarding the trophy.
Other international dishes will
be offered, according to Linda
Allen and Sharon Holly, co-chairmen of the bazaar.

World -Wide Bazaar
Offered in Inner Quad

AWS Interviews

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
Highlight of the international
bazaar will be an assembly at 11:30
featuring short talks by Pres.
John T. Wahlquist and San Jose
Mayor Paul Moore.
Five finalists in the international
queen contest will be introduced
at the assembly. Each royal candidate will give a brief outline of
the area she represents.

ASB Recognition Banquet To Honor
Students for Meritorious Service

Awards will be presented to San
Jose State students who have contributed outstanding service to the
student body during the 1961-62
school year at the ASH Recognition Banquet Sunday.
The banquet. an annual event.
I will be in the Spartan cafeteria at
5:30 p.m. Sunday. Its theme will
be "Achievement Under Freedom."
ASH Pres. Brent Davis will be
ROYAL FINALISTS
master of ceremonies and introFinalists include Carol Tjian, duce newly elected ASH and AWS
South American princess; Ruth officers. New members of Black
Masque and Blue Key. senior wornen’s and men’s honorary organizations, and Spartan Spears and
Spartan Shields, sophomore women’s and men’s honorary service

Reptille Monsters
Featured Tonight
At Friday Flick

Primeval sea and giant reptilian
monsters are a few of the many
creatures encountered by adventures in tonight’s Friday Flick.
"Journey to the Center of the
Earth," 7 and 9 o’clock at Morris
Dailey auditorium.
An expedition enters the crater
of an extinct volcano to reach the
earth’s center. Based on a novel by
Jules Verne, the science fiction film
combines fact with fantacy.
The film stars Pat Boone, James
Mason, Arlene Dahl and Diane
Baker.
A cartoon will be shown and the,
film’s admission is 25 cents,

organizations. will be introduced
also.
. Forty La Torre awards, 40 Meratorions Service awards, 50 Outstanding AWS awards, two departmental awards from each of
the 35 departments on campus and
four or less Outstanding Senior
awards will be presented.
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist
, will give an opening speech.
I Honored guests at the banquet
will include President and Mrs.
Wahlquist. Vice Pres. and Mrs.
William J. Dusel. Dean of Students
and Mrs. Stanley C. Benz, Dean
of the College and Mrs. John W.
Gilbaugh and all divisional deans
, and their wives.

world wire
WEATHER AND CRASH DELAYS ORBITING
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. i UPI)Bad weather at sea and a plane
crash that apparently wiped out a small emergency recovery force
today left astronaut Scott Carpenter with only a 50-50 chance of
making his scheduled orbital space flight Saturday. Sources at the
cape stressed that the team that apparently was wiped out was not
one of the three main recovery forces- all of which are stationed
in the Atlantic.

Convocation

DE GAULLE WANTS EUROPEAN FEDERATION
CAHORS. France UPDPresident Charles de Gaulle said Veetorday that France must take part in the organization of a politically
and economically united Europe. De Gaulle wants a federation of
European countries but cacti nation would retain its sovereignity
and identity. De Gaulle. under heavy police guard to prevent an
possible assassination attempt. by the Secret Army Organization, was
warmly applauded by a large crowd on his arrival at Cahors. It was
his second stop on a four-day "meet -the-people" tour of south and
central French provinces.

Advisers for the honorary !lodeties and the departmental honnearies are urgently requested to submit lists of the students enrolled in
their groups to Barbara Herrington
at the Spartan Daily office. These
names will be used in the honors
convocation issue. The names must
he in by Monday.

DUTCH SHOOT DOWN INDONESIAN PLANE
liOLLANDIA, West New Guinea (LIM -An Indonesian air force
transport carrying paratroopers was shot down yesterday mornine
during a new attack on West New Guinea, the local Dutch govern.
ment announced The plane, a Dakota IIC3, was downed in the See
south of Fak Fak. where Indonesian paratrr,opers have been dropped
I this week. ’The plane was shot by air defense units during a net.
I Indonesian infiltration attempt," the announcement said.

FIFTH FINALIST Long-haired
Carol Tjian, who today represent: the South American area
as South American princess in
the International Week festivities. Carol, a striking Chinese
coed who is a sophomore majoring in mathematics, is the fifth
finalist in the queen contest for
International Week. She is sponsored by Spartan Chi,

Santee here in the -"nfines of North Beach.
S.F., Is a character ha
sesta up a storm in
neckwear of character
and distinction. These,
as you’ve probably sun.
mists& are Ernst Ties,
famous for miles around
for slim lines, unusual
fabrics, neat tailoring.
Nothing like ’ent to add
that fun tomb to your,
new It/A stilt, Take
home a handful. 2.50
M 7d1
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

Spar/a- 0o-kottni
By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
mtee
DINY.a’
exclaim members of Sigma
"Calaveras countyhere
Chi fraternity as they prepare to lease this weekend with Fraternity Frog Dinya for the International Frog Jumping contest
held annually at Angel’s Camp.
Past frogs of the fraternity have come through with two world
championships. Dinya has been in training for several months and,
according to contest chairman Jim Blinn, has topped the 151-s foot
mark four times. "We’ve got it in the bagmaybe even the $1000
prize money for breaking the world’s record of 16 feet 10 inches,"
Blinn stated assuredly.
HAVENLY DANCE
The annual spring formal of the Catholic Women’s center will
be held tomorrow night at the Havenly Foods restaurant in San
Jose. Open only to house members and their guests, the dinner
dance will revolve around the theme of -Moonlight and Roses."
’ROUND THE BREAKFAST TABLE
The annual senior breakfast of Chi Omega will be held on May
27 at Rickey’s Studio Inn in Palo Alto. The SJS chapter will honor
27 seniors and over 200 guests are expected at the function. Member
Katie Maples is the breakfast chairman.
Chi Omega is performing a local community service by aiding
the Goodwill Industry’s campus drive by distributing and collecting
bags in this area for Goodwill.
Alpha Chi Omega seniors will enjoy a breakfast this Sunday
at Havenly Foods restaurant. The graduating seniors are being
honored.
POLITICALLY INCLINED
Delta Gamma member Penny Patch was elected as senior representative to student council. Also serving offices are Nancy Peterson as AWS treasurer. Franci Gallaher as freshman treasurer and
Angela Kiichli as freshman secretary. Extra: Miss Gallaher has
been invited to become a member of SPUR, sophomore women’s
honorary service organization.
From Sigma Pi, Phil Cook holds a position on the ASB judiciary. Member Jim Giussi has been elected to the 1963 Revelries board.
CAMP COUNSELORS
From Alpha Tau Omega, Lance Walden. Mike Hooper. Bruce
Macpherson, Reed Jones, Jeff Bryant, Warren Allen and Dick
Harris are selected to serve as counselors at the fall semester
freshman camp.
Camp counselors from Kappa Alpha Theta are Jeanne Longinotti, Betsy Carr, Carolee Shradel, Kathy Van Leeuwen, Carole
Walker and Cece Tomblin.
ENGAGED
Susan Berry. Alpha Chi Omega freshman art major from Stockton. to Dale MantelIt Sigma Chi formerly attending Fresno state
college and from Stockton. Miss Berry was a finalist in the recent
Miss San Jose contest and NIantelli is now employed with ’Mantelli
Brothers. The wedding is planned for December 2.
PINNED
Pat Palm, sophomore general education major from Sacramento,
to Bob Kobley, sophomore engineering major from Gilroy.

Kaucher Signups To End Monday
Monday is the last day students may sign up to enter the
Sneech and Drama department’s
biannual Dorothy Kaucher Oral
Reading award contest.
Signups will be taken by Dr.
Courtaney Brooks, associate professor of speech, in SD110 today
from 1:30-2:20 p.m. and Monday
from 4:30-5 p.m.

Students must be able to indicate t h e author and selection
they will read for the contest at
the time they sign up. according
to Dr. Brooks. Selections must
be no longer than seven minutes.
Students in any major may
compete for the eoroest’s. S0
prize.

STOP WASTING SUMMERS
Consider Summer Employment
with All These Advantages
Earn Up to Si 00 a Week or more if you are above average.
Work With a Reputable Company. Nationally famous in its field.
Work According To Your Own Schedule. You set your owe hours.
Work Anywhere in No. Calif. Even in your home town.
Continue On a Part Time Basis when you return to classes
next fall.
* Earn Cosh Scholarships (from $100 to $6001.

*
*
*
*
*

If you have a car available and are free to work
Coll or Write

ROYAL HOSTESS CO.
1290 Terestia Dr., San Jose
ALpine 2-8546

,..04.4.4411"14

lj
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Mao’s Writings Suggest
Boundaries Meaningless
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Mao Tse-tung. Red China’s
leader and chief strategist, once
wrote:
-When the situation is serious,
the guerrillas must move with
the fluidity of water and the
ease of blowing wind. Their tactics must deceive, tempt and
confuse the enemy. They must
lead the enemy to believe that
they will attack him from the
east and north, and they must
then strike him from the west
and south."
These tactics, outlined by Mao
in 1937. may very well be the
ones being followed by the Communists in Southeast Asia today.
This would suggest that the
Red Chinese and Communist
North Viet Nam axis regards
Thailand. Laos and South Viet
Nam as a single theater of action.
Political boundaries become
meaningless from a military
point of view in an area of
jungle and mountain.
CHANGE OF EMPHASIS
Thus, as the United States
steps up its aid to South Viet

Sorority To Offer
Spaghetti Dinner
A complete spaghetti dinner
for only 75 cents will be offered
Sunday from 4-6 p.m. at the
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority house
according to Marilyn Starr,
chairman of the fund-raising
food feed.
Money gained from the service project will go to the sorority’s philanthrophy. the Frontier
Nursing Service located in Kentucky. Included on the menu
are spaghetti. green salad. french
bread, iced tea and on ice cream
dessert.

DO IOC -V\T THE HIGHEST
PRICE FOR YOUR
USED ROOK?
Sure you do. and that
exactly what youll get
when You sell your books
at Calif. Book Co.

Nam and the Communists are
threatened with a military setback there, they are able to
shift their emphasis rapidly to
northern Laos, creating a consequent threat to Thailand.
Western observers around the
perimeter of Red China say the
lightning capture of Nam The
by Communist Pathet Lao
forces is a prestige victory for
Peiping over Moscow.
The Red Chinese oppose Moscow’s peaceful coexistence policy and have no liking for any
understanding between Russia
and the United States, especially
if it concerns what they call a
"national liberation movement."
Their basic contention has
been that "the victory goes to
those who fight the imperialists,
not to those who negotiate with
them."
PROOF OF PUDDING
They will use the capture of
Nam Tha as proof of the validity of their position.
The Asian Communist parties
have shown great attention to
significant anniversaries.
For six months the Communists had been threatening Nam
Tha and it therefore may be
significant that they chose last
week for their attack.
May 6 was the eighth anniversary of the decisive onslaught
at Dien Bien Phu. In the literature of Vietnamese Communists,
the victory over the French
there marked the high point of
their military history..
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’Fight Should Be
With Administration’

’Threat to Freedom
From Administration’

I ,111r
Yesterday, s t LI d en t government implied that it runs the
Spartan Daily by threatening to
withhold its budget and the
Daily, like a wounded eagle still
chained to its roost, pleaded for
freedom of the press. Student
government is fighting with the
Daily and the Daily is fighting
back.
The real fight should be between student government and
the administration to determine
which group publishes, and
hence, controls the Daily.
Actually, both the Daily and
student government exist at the
sufferance of President Wahlquist and his right hand men:
Dr. Lowell Walter, in the case
of student government: and Err.
Dwight Bente’, in the case of
the
Since neither Daily nor student government is free from
administrative control and both
have to demonstrate some kind
of power, each wages war on the
other.
So, while all this play goes on,
the rest of the student body tin-concernedly attends beach parties at Santa Cruz and flunks
out. or studies and graduates.
In both cases, the students
leave our assembly line sandbox
for the real world on the outside.
Rich Freeland
ASB 11191

Editor:
After attending Wednesday’s
student council meeting and
readingThursday.’s Spartan
Daily. I was flabbergasted at
the naivete and complete lack of
journalistic refinement that the
editor and journalism adviser
displayed. The articles in yesterday’s paper were superior examples of distortion and "play
on words."
I agree with Editor Perkio
that we need freedom of the
press and we need it now! But
the threat to this freedom is not
from our student government,
but directly from the college
administration Pres. John T.
Wahlquist in particular.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, journalism
adviser. in referring to the cartoon criticizing President Wahlquist as controlling student government, cited at Wednesday’s
council meeting a section of the
Spartan Daily manual which
reads:
"’The Daily does not subject
indeidualsadministrative, faculty or studentsto personal attacks in its news or editorial
columns. They usually are not
in an equally favorable position
to reply."but they are in a
position to censor!
Does a double standard exist?
I recall a cartoon criticizing
Brent Davis and Ron Gerevas as
"white-washing" the student
body in last year’s ASB elections. Even more recently, in

KNTV Set To Televise
’Education Tomorrow’
"Education Tomorrow," a program that tawes a look ahead at
American education, will be televised tomorrow over station
KNTV.
The program will originate
from the SJS Instructional Television center, TH32.
The program is the final part
of the "Education Today" series
for teachers, administrators and
parents, televised each Saturday
at noon over KNTV and produced in the ITV center.
Featured on the program will
be Dr. Gervais W. Ford, head,
secondary education department
Joining Dr. Ford is William
Ramst ad, associate director, commission of experimental study of
secondary’ schools.
Ramstriel was appointed by the
National Association of Secondary School Principals. He is cur-

Final Day Today
For Appointments
Today is the final day for students to make appointments with
advisers for a new program of
pro-registration for the fall semester, according to Dr. Kenneth
Hutton, assistant professor of biology.
Students majoring in elementary education. English. engineering, home economics, natural sciences, mathematics or nursing
are eligible for the program, said
t h e professor. Pre-registration
will be May 31 and June 1.
At the appointment a prograoi
will be agreed upon and an advisement and pre -registration
card filled in listing classes desired, stated Dr. Hutton.
Science majors. pre-professional science majors and science
education minors are asked to
bring their program of classes,
received last semester, to their
department office for further instructions.
"If this works well. it may be
expanded upon." added the professor, concerning the initiation
of the co-ordinated program.

NelnekelledeekesesealoseeePaneanseekeeanseesenaeaernieeeimeremeare

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

MULTIPLEX SALE
Big Discount on 1I1
Multiplex Adapters

rently a member of the school
planning laboratory at Stanford
university.
Dr. Ford. moderator of the
program, will question Ramstad
on various experimental programs that have been used in
secondary schools in western
United States.
Ramstad is expected to discuss
the future potential use in education of television, use of large
and small student sections, individual studies by students, team
teaching and teaching assistance.
Tomorrow’s program concludes
the 10. part series that began
March 3.

25%
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St. Thomas Chapel
A

studnt chapel for the doubter,
guestionr, and believer.

Sermon: "Attack on Our Formalises"
Holy Communion
Place: CCC 300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Lutheran Student Association
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
-..’nerenWscoPal SIITTO, Conference
,1 of August
Columbia, Missouri.
Wouldn’t mu like to take part in this
national event/ We’ll be discussing this
a. 0,

at

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MITER
300 So. 10th at San Cork.
A dm Dieter, Campus Pester

Editor:
Upon reading the front page
of the Daily of Thursday, the
17th, it became apparent to me
that you are being "pressured"
by two powerful groups, the
ASB’s Student Council and the
SJS administration. You have,
perhaps coincidentally, chosen
to take the side of the administration by demanding "freedom"
from the authority of the student council. When you found it
necessary to choose, I am sure
that you carefully considered
the consequences of complying
with either site.
I’m just kinda’ curious as to
what you feel the consequences
to each of these two alternatives
might have been.
Bob Bard
ASB A10073

Bakmas
Flower

Shop
Flowers for
All Occasions
10th & Santa Clara

CV 2-0462

For Meaningful Existence

Warship Sunday

4d

ST. PAUL’S I

FIRST
Saute Clara & Sth
Ps., 9:30 & II a.m.
Too:,

Oft, at San Si a
11:00 a dare

01,,e-vations of
Si’., Cl,,ch
Abroad"

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Ca^te

Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
Cr 2.3717
5th and Santa Clara
J Benton White, Campus Minister

3rd & San Antonio
Sunday, 9:45 a.m. "A Word front
Pastor’s Wife," B.’tls

the

ands.

5:11 p.m. Dr. Lindstrom
Associate Profe4rior of
Numing
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30. 11:00 a.m. clad 7:00 p.m.

This week’s topic
"And the Greatest of These
Is Love"
REV. JOHN M. AKERS, Speaker
Supper at 5-40 p.m.
Meet1ng it 6:15 p.m.

r..001105 COLLINS
College Chepioie

Methodist Churches

Spartan Tri-C

Church Services:
8:45 arc , 11,00 a.m., 710 p.m.
10:00 College Bible Class

CY 7-7111

Student Curious
About Consequences

dt One Of These Nearby

National Lutheran Council

GRACIE BAPTIST CHURCH
404 e. San Perneede

1 79 So. 3rd Street

Paddock, ASB presidential candidate, as a "babe in the woods"
concerning election rule violations.
Y e t, if the aforementioned
rule exists and is followed, why
w a s President Wahlquist and
his "kitchen cabinet" so hurriedly consulted instead of merely deleting the cartoon from the
Daily’s columns?
Yes, it is strikingly apparent
that censorship exists, and will
continue to exist --unless something is done to free both student government and the Spartan Daily from the puppet
strings of the administration.
Miss Perkio stated: "The
Daily wants to function as a
free press let it."
I urge the puppet -master to
do just this.
Torn Parker
ASB 11737
Editor’s Not*: The cartoon had b@en
rejected before Pres. John T. Wet
qumst ever saw it.

FOCUS

Religiou.4

Rogow WIRIems

Save up to

this year’s elections, a cartoon

was printed depicting Brian

JOHN M *KRIS
Pastor

Canterbury
Tales
Episceps’ens at San Jose Sfs
CeRfssiee, Anyemt
visitor to the Ep,scopel
If. as
member of the
Church Or as
Family, you’ve ever wondered why
w do it that way (whatever "it"
is(. come around Sunday evening
at 6: we’re holding a special ccparinsisetal Communion Server with
discussion afterward.
Change in batting order this
week: Service at 6. Supper afterward.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CURTIN
100 Sima UO1

Friday, May Its.

Symphonic Band Opens
5th Music Festival Today
SJS’s fifth annual Contempowy Music Festival opens at
10:30 this morning with performances of original compositions for
band by the college’s Symphonic
band, conducted by Dr. Robert
Y. Hate, associate professor of
music.
All activities of the all-day festival will be held in Concert Hall,
except for a luncheon in Spartan
cafeteria at 12:30. Tickets to the
luncheon will be sold at the door
of the cafeteria for $1.50. All other festival events are open to the
public without charge.
SJS’ Symphonic band will play
unpublished works by Roger Nixon of San Francisco State college

Adviser Extends
Contest Deadline
asIline for the annual Kappa
Alpha Mu photo contest, scheduled to close today, has been extended one week by fraternity
adviser Jennings B. Woodson it.
Prints must be submitted on
standard 16 or 20-inch mounting
boards, together with a $1 entry
fee, to the photojournalism office
p1271 in the journalism building.
KAM. national photojournalism
fraternity, will present trophies
for the winning prints.

SON JOSE’S

Ti
THE RM:

WHAT HAPPENS
BETWEEN THEM IS
AN ADVENTURE
IN THE
UNUSUAL

and Brent Heisinger, SJS ;eke
ate.
A panel discussion by attending composers will be held at
11:30 a.m. with Thomas Ryan,
professor of music, moderating.
Dr. Hartley D. Snyder, head of
the Music department, will introduce all participating composers.
Performances of original chamber music will open the festival’s
afternoon session at 1:30 pro.
Senior piano students Ricardo
Trimillos and Donald Chan, who
have done extensive duo work together. will play "1 Saltimbanehi" for two pianos by Stanley
Hollingsworth, SJS assistant professor of music.
Other WOWS programmed for
the chamber music recital are
Sonata for flute and piano by
Truman Fischer of Antelope Valley college. and Sonata for clarinet and piano by Grego’s: Woolf,
Eastman school of music.
SJS graduate and senior students whose work is scheduled
for performance are Jack Gaunt,
Andante Sostenuto; Wilton
Jones, "Motion" for percussion;
Kay Raney. "Pastorale"; and
Stanley Tice, Movemen 1 for
Woodwind quintet.
Closing the all -day festival is
performances of unpublished music for orchestra by SJS’ Symphony orchestra, conducted by
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor
of music.
The symphony will present
works by John Prodm University of Kansas; Peter Saeco, San
Francisco State; and Lee Hoiby.
raduate of Curtis Institute,
New York.
"Three Epitaphs" from "Spoon
River." by Thomas Ryan, SJS
pmfessot of music, will also be
performed with mezzo Brooke
Shebley as soloist.

chete c/ate

PON. 11111
.*DRSi-71,1711.*rtAltol

051! CAM.., OA I.,/ Mgt 070 S,D

THE COMMANCHEROS
and
Debbie Reynolds & Andy

G,
THE SECOND TIME AROUND

Music Club To Present
Singer -Guitarist Tomorrow
Ethnic songs of the southcrn
United States and other traditional music will be presenttd
by singer-guitarist Guy Cantu an
tomorrow evening at X o’clock
in TH55.
Tickets will be sold for $1.5o
at the door of the concert.
which is presented by the JS
Folk Music club.
Carawan, who has appeased
at numerous colleges and um versifies, is noted as an authotity on the ethnic cultures of the
Atlantic seacoast. Ozark mountains and Mississippi river.
The performer’s large repertoire is the result of field research in such Little-known
areas as the Carolina Sea islands. These islands have been

FOLK SINGER WITH A DEGREEGuy Cara a folk singer-guitarist who holds a Master’s degree in sociology, will appear at SJS
tomorrow night under the auspices of the Folk

SJS’ annual scholarship coneert, featuring outstanding graduate and senior music students,
will be presented Sunday at 3
p.m. in Concert Hall.
This year’s concert presents
four returning graduates and two
seniors with works by Brahms,

Premier Tonight
For Grad’s Play
Premier of an original, foillength play by SJS graduate
student H. Donald Funk. ’The
Happiness M a ch I ne " will be
held tonight and tomorrow night
at 8:15 in Studio Theater.
Written as a master’s thesis.
the play was originally entitled
"Seek and Ye Shall Find."
Purpose of the premier performance is to test audience reaction to the play. A critique
session will he held after each
performance. Playwright. Funk
. will discuss his paly with all
members of the audience who
wish to remain.
Featured in the cast of "The
Happiness Machine" a re J i nt
Tellefson, George Snow, Sharon
Cr ess io, Ann Morris, Bob
Browning. Joanne Ridgeway and
Gerald Proust. Director is Bennie L. Shelton. assistant instructor in drama. Shelton is working
for his M.A. in directing.
Admission to the performances is free.

TROPICAIRE
faS I SANTA CLAR AT 37li,
CL 8-8144

NORD-t SCREEN
TWO WOMEN

GREGORY PECK
ROBERT MITCHUM
POLLY BERGEN
CAPE’
FEITIC
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For a Study Break, Bowl!

PALM BOWL
1523 W. Son Carlos
CT 4-2810

Music Lvery Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

Die Rhinelander
Band

Wilda
Baughn

Fri. & Sat Nites

art HI’
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_garden(itj

51 So. Market
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with feet on the ground plans to go places
... all of them up, of course! He’s the young executive or university man who
shows his very best sporting taste in Charter Cloth ... Cricketeer’s exclusive
weave of Dacron polyester and worsted ... right and light on weight, long on
looks. It’s part of the new trend in town: collecting Charter Cloth sportcoats.
Our collection . .. in a choice of solids and patterns s3,"0.

Mh’hael
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...another of our Cocketeer
senes chrected to the
YOUNG MAN WHO
WANTS TO MAKE
$10,000

.4s se,n in
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A YEAR BEFORE

HE’S 30.

NO
CHARGE

FOR
ALTERATIONS
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itry fill Arnellearl campuse
Theperformer’s distinctive
style or ureornpaniment on guitar and Ike -string banjo have
been lieHrii at such night clubs
a; Los Angeles’ Ash Grove, San
Francisco’s Purple Onion, Chiof Horn and Decago s
troit’s Caucus clot).
During a European tour in
1958. (’a rawan appeared on
B1-3(.’ television and radio programs and performed in
Pula it ci . P. ii ssia. China and

YOUNG MAN
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LOSS OF INNOCENCE

ERSTAZ

Pi(

MAJORITY OF ONE

AMEk:CAINt

TV

Dancing Every Sat. Night

lulklore.

and if the El. RANCHO
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E

SAUTA CRUZ BEACH

Ii

+Se FOX
IT STARTED IN NAPLES

=3111

PAT BOONE
bOBBY DARIN PAMELA
TIFFIN ANN-MARGRET
TOM EWELL ALICE FAYE

11 ;VOWS

OW World Charm in Dining
11 sr Peautiful Ilufbran
Co Authentic Bavarian Food

senior indus-

trial relations major, suffered
minor injuties Wednesday evenine in an auto collision at the
,,,iersection of South Fifth and
i!aret streets.
Moore suffered abrasions about
the face, San Jose police said.
when the car he was driving collided with an auto driven by Tim
D. Van Horn, a San .Trsse labonr.
A passenger in Van Horn’s
auto also suffered minor injuries,
police said.
Major damage was done to
both cars In the 7:55 p.m. accident, officers added.

THE FOUR HORSMEN OF
TNE APOCALYPSE

r.,en Fo,d

slitrlent.

Lowell Moore, 21,

trotn
ti I

1(",:,es

-An Education in Jazz." a
showcase of college jazz education, will come to San Jose
State College’s Morris I tiiik.N
auditorium Wednesday at is 15
p.m.
An evening of big band
.1will be performed by Inc
legs- of San Mateo’s 17.10, e,
Jazz band and SJS’ 18-mass
Studio band.
Free reserved tickets may be
obtained by SJS student- al he
mudent affairs business
’11116. The concert is a Sp:..!
programs committer. pre.,
that

Beethoven, Busoni and Hollingsworth.
Programmed for the "Young
Artists Recital" is a performance
of Brahins’ rarely heard four song cycle, "Vier Ernste Gesange," Op. 121, by soprano Clarinda di Lonarrio and pianist Nettie Jean Field, both graduates.
Beethoven’s Sonata in A major, Op. 47 t"KreutzerTh will be
played by John Lobar’ on violin
with piano accompaniment by
Joan Goodwin. Both performers
are gi adual es.
Seniors Donald Chan and Ricardo Trimillos, whose duo piano
work is familiar to local audiences, will present two works for
the scholarship concert. Busiani’s
"Duettino coneertante" and three
excerpts from "1 Saltimbanchi,"
by Stanley Hollingsworth, assistant professor of music at SJS
a n d well-known contemporary
composer, will be played by the
piano duo.
Admission to the ermeert is 75
cents for students and $1.50, general. Proceeds will benefit a music scholarship fund for SJS students.

Student Suffers
Collision Injuries

DRIVE III 1MEAIRI.
is first at Alma

LORI MARTIN MARTIN BALSAM
!ACK KRUSCHEN TELLY SAVALAS
BARRIE CHASE]

a math student at Occidental college.

Phelan Lit Awards Sunday Recital Features
Announced Tonight Music Graduates, Seniors
Winer; in toe annual SJS
Phelan Literary competition will
Ix’ announced tonight at the
Phelan award dinner at the
Garden City flaufbrau.
Dr. Jeanne Lawson, associate
professor of English, said that in
addition to the awards presentations, the dinner will also feature a talk by English poet
Thom Gunn, currently teaching
at the University of California.
The Phelan contest is an annual writing competition held at
SJS. Cash awards are given to
students submitting top entries
In a ,number of creative writing
areas.
This year’s competition which
closed April 13 included writing
in patterned lyric poetry, free
verse lyric, sonnets, narrative or
satirical verse and prose satire.
Other writing areas were
short stories, short -short stories,
familiar essay, critical essays,
and plays.
Cash awards air given from a
grant given to SJS from the
estate of the late senator James
Phelan.

inhainted lot- the past 200 yealr’S
of Negro slaves
by ii
m. co 1141.5 p:-.eried the MrhsCS
listS e,isliens of an earlier age.
wito holds an M.A.

Jazz Band Slated
For SJS Concert

Musk club. Noted as an authority on ethnic
cultures of the south, Carawan started ouf as

wan,
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THE HUSTLERS
SOUTH SCREEN
THE DAY THE EARTH
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KLOK To Feature Faculty Members
International Week Will Discuss
Academic Freedom

Jtise’s Nias or Paul NIts,re
will evaduate S...1S’ International
SW1114115’ week Sunday. at 973e
on the weekly nulls, prugiam Sts
l’,1 :441.! JURC State, station K
dial 117.
A cued from Portugal will he inleiviesveit lav Mis. Elilabelh
asaiutant professor of Enalish.
on the international centered proaram.
Atari on Showcase’s program is a
tape of the 5.15 Symphonic band’s
peettionance of -The Sinfonians,"
The remitting was taken during
Last week’s concert by the band,
whieh is itiieeted by Dr. Pailiert Y.
Hare. associate professor of music.
l’amplis news will be broadcast ,
..as the weekly Sta... Mike feature.

his Auto
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JOSIES
PEE WEE GOLF
Between Eith and 9th on

E. Santa Clara
Cpen dy I I to I I
Just

35’

for
18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar
Just for fun,

Come

in today!

Annual Banquet Honors Phi Kappas
39 Education Students Set Initiation

MOW

li.ol Kt114.1,

A1:.111 I1.LC

We Need? How much can we
take?" will be the topic of a panel
discussion involving four 5.15 facLI I EY
members Tuesday at 1230.
p.m. in Concert Hall.
The program, open to the public,:
will consist of panel members’
presentations of various points
view on the subject of econonh,
freedtsn-- -its mewling, substance.,
purpose and scope. A brief clues-,
lion anti answer period will follow the discussion.
Panel members are Dr. Wilhain
’ R. Rogers. professor of education;1
Dr. Mervam Cadwallader. assistant
professor of sociology: Dr. Charles I
M. Larsen. asistant professor of
liathemat ics: and Dr. William N
MeRain, assistant professor of
psychology.
Panel nu-Aerator will he Iii
Herbert R. Craig, assistant pi ,,iesaor of speech.
51.1

Recognized as outstanding in
:heir field were. Nlarijane Adams.
Barbara Bamford, Mary Bates,
!Carol Bennett, Janis Bishop, Hal1 lis Blum. Sigrid Burk, Hortensia
But ler, Miriam (sullen. Polly
1 Danielsen, Mary Diggs and Janice
I Ebert,
Elaine Garvey, Ruby Guzules
Linda !fatalist, Rebecca Harris
Barbara Kauth, Stephanie Kedian
Wanda Laudenslager, Burnis LyI 011.4. Donna Miller. Joyce Miller,
HARVEST DANCEGaily decked in their native garb, four
dancers from India will perform the Bhangra dance tonight at
the International Ball. The four college students, all semi-professional dancers, are J. S. Ahluwalia with the drum: Raj Madahar,
standing: Sohan Sahota, left: and Kulwant Panesar, right.

Spartan Ortocci
Plans Steak Bake
Orawci is spoil.,
sas...s, Bake at Sea Cliff beat -ti
al day. May 26, beginning at 10
The charge for this open event ,
Ls $1.50 for non-members and $1.25 J
!ar members. Tickets may be pm’1
,hased from club officers and mem- ’
!ers.
Myles Taketa, CY3-1776, may
’4’.. contacted it transportation is

MISSIONARY RADIOS
NEW’ YORK (UPI) - - Accion
Cultural Popular, a Roman Catholic organization in Columbia,
has bought 100,000 transistor radios for $1.2 million for use In
missionary work.

Series On U.S. Role

n Growth of Pacific

"The U.S. as a Pacific Imperialist." hist program of a four-part
series on the U.S.’s role in the development of the Pacific from
1784 to 1900, will be examined by
Dr. Gerald Wheller, assistant to
stw dean of graduate studies, on
tomorrow’s 11:30 am. "Prespecthe" on KNTV. Channel 11.
Dr. Wheel e r will sionmara.
America’s expanding empire in 01.
last years of the 19th centuia
emphasizing its Pacific aspects, Ail
examination of the writings and !

addresses of Alfred Thayer Mahan, Theodore Roosevelt and Albert Beveridge will precede a descript ton of America’s SpanishAmerican war games in the Pacific.
An appraisal of America’s permanent Pacific gains and her
20th-century Pacific liabilities will
conclude the series, presented by
the Speech anti Drama depart-

0 Is a B. A. good enough for the
job you want?
"4 401 f il’

:AM GiAD
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O

weaken our image
abroad?

What’s the smart
way for a cigarette
to dress?

Congress May Okay
Prof’s Training Plan

A military reserve officer program, originated at the Pentagon
in 1951 by Major Joe Tar pley, SJS
assistant professor of air science,
may be brought before this session
of congress for approval.
"We are hopeful this session of
congress will see fit to approve this
Officer Education prtwram." said
Major Till pley. "If they do, we will
FaVe the effort Of training 59,000
men who never become officers."
Nation wide, 65.000 freshmen enter the ASI program. 35,000 continue to ASH, 5500 go on to ASIII.
and 4500 stay until ASA’.
4000 men take commissions as second lieutenants.
ORIGINAL OFFICER
Major Tarpley was the original
; project officer assigned to the development of the OEP program.
The major pointed to the problem
at Ohio State when they made
AFROTC mandatory. There were
3000 freshmen in the ASI program
but only 60 were commissioned
tour yeaIN later.
As it stands now, air science
eourses- take tour years to cornplete. Major Tarpley’s OEP will
take only two yeats, and will cover
only the junior and senior, or senior and graduate years.
"The outstanding feature of this
program from the student’s standpoint is the fart that a $1100 scholytemie y,ar
arship for each

es7000.1 [M.o.
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The flight instruction program
now offered to second year cadets
win be rimed in the new plan, sir
Major Tarpley.
An intricate plan to make the
switehover from a four to a twa
year program is included in thc
advanced planning. All students
within the program when I h e
changeover comes in 1964 will he
given first choice to enter the new
course, said the major.
"In one foist -week summer camp,
we will do Just as much as has
been done in two years of college
classes meeting once a week." commented the major.
"We will attempt to give the
classroom time hack to the !au.

with Potatoes, Toast,

HERE’S HOW MEN
AND WOMEN AT
56 COLLEGES VOTED.

ON
saAm.

1.60

Angelo also serves quality
.

Alumni members as well as initiates and current members are
invited to attend the annual affair.
The program will feature out address by the Phi Kappa Phi faculty
distinguished scholar, DI’. Alexander Yucinich, professor’ of antlitopology and sociology, and a concert
by Ricardo Trimillos, winner of it
S2500 Phi Kappa Phi national scholatship.
Tickets are available at the Student Affairs business office, TH16.
Deadline Ls May 21.
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Student Nurses
Good money to be made Its
helping a national e erit
introduce a new hydrotheraps unit to this area.
In Seattle, the best sale.
people hase been student
nurses. Contact Mr. Harris,
10 a.m.- I p.m.
1093 Lincoln Ave
CV 2-1173

RENT NOW FOR

Fall Semester
For as Low as
Approved
$200.00 and up
PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

$140.00 and up
a month

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So, 9th

Op,
6E

1

CV 7-8877

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students
ler supervision.

,-(\

SULLIVAN

g EAUTY COLLEGE

Its West Flan Fernando St.

(:Y 5-9516

roMM11511/011.

Special Steak and Eggs

Get Lots \lore from L\1

Event Gains
Official Status

Internati-i d Day received of ftcial status today when Pres. John
T. Wahlquist proclaimed today as
International Day at San Jose
State and Gov. Edmund 0. Brown
wired congratulations to the college for its International Week activities.
In an official statement presented to the Intercultural Cotmeil,
President Wahlquist cited the "urgent need for developing at tong Bea
of understanding of friendship between students of all countries ot
the world."
"These international students can
help us all to understand moo"
fully the rich cultural heritage ot
their own native countries," President Wahlquist added.
In a telegram sent to Ft anvis
Azimi, coordinator of the Intercultural Council, Governor Blown slut I
in part, "We welcome international
students not only in the name ot
international peace and understanding but also because we know
from experience that their presence does much to enrich our live’,
and our understanding of tie world."
Governor Brown added, "I salute
the OVOINNIS students of the San
Jose area and those who are responsible for this event."

be made avail:dee if this plan goes
j through congress." said Major Tarpley,
TRAINING PHASES
The students will begin and end
their two-year course at an active,
air force installation. The first
phase of OEP, called OF 200, "The
School of the Cadet," will be similar to a basic training course.
/1-: 300. "The Nature of the Profession." anti OE 400. "The Professional Officer." will be taught at the
college flexing the program. 0E1
500, "The School of the Officer."
will he offered at an air force base
prior to the trainee’s receiving his I

Try Angelo’s Special Breakfast
This Weekend

C:1 box

LM gives you
MORE BODY
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
in the smoke,
MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It’s the rich -flavor
leaf that does it!

B.,ger Williams fellowship memitrA planning their annual trip
scenic points in San Francisco
; tomorrow, when they will visit the
vigentine consulate. Fisheiman’s
’Mut t h e International bazaar,
, the Amet Wan Friends service committee, the First Chinese Baptist
church and Chinatown.
The excursion, arranged by the
group’s social actions committee, Is
open to the college public. A fee of
;$3 will be charged for transportation and meals. Cars will leave
Grace Baptist church, 10th and San
Fernando sit., at 8:30 tomorrow
morning. Reservations may be
made by calling CYpress 5-2035.

Dr. Wheeler To Conclude ’Perspective ,
i

Check your opinions against L’M’s Campus Opinion Poll 20
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Baptist Students
Ready for Tour

abide too Nob 11411

ri

rit,edeti.

Marie Misfelitt and alarianne
Nealon.
Lee Nordheirn. Lolita Oates Patricia Russ, AIII1 Ramey. Marian
Reinhart, Lois Saltasnutu and
Linda Yamamoto.
Graduate honorees in secondary
education were announced by Dr.
G W. Ford. head of the department.
Those receiving recognition
were: Raissa Allayaud, Michael
Barnes. Claude Cameron. Raaamond Counter, Judith Dirks, Gretchen Grube. Rene Nlarful and
:Marilyn Streeter.
Guest speaker at the banquet
supenn.
was Richard.onn
tient of the Alum Rock union elementary school district.

Thirty-one graduating seniors ol
the Elementary Education department and eight graduate students
of the Secondary Education de- ’
partment, were honored Wednesday. Recognition was made at the
annual education honors banquet.
A welcoming address was de- ;
livered to the group by Dr. William Sweeney, dean of the Education division. Lowell Keith, head
if the Elementary Education de- ,
partment, announced the elemen- I
;

The San Jose Slate Cohere .
ter al Phi Kappa Phi, nat.,.,,
scholastic honor society eomposed
of graduates and undergiaduates
will hold its Spring Initiation Bariquet in the Spartan cafeteria lit 6
p.m.. May 24.

Ham, Bacon, and Sausage

A LOT OF
LIVIN’
A GEM COLLEGIATE
MEMBERSHIP MAKES
IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU!
Now you can do a lot of the living that has boon staying
just out of your reach.
GEM Department Store of San Jose opens the way by
announcing a special Collegiate Membership
membership that brings you TREMENDOUS SAYINGS on all
your needs.
Just to give you an idea of what you’ll find in our 40
departments: Brand-aeme quality in men’s wear and
sromen’s fashions ... in sporting goods. cameras, jewelry,
health -and-beauty aids, records. Thousands of paperback books, including the classics: and reference books
by special ordering. Prescriptions filled, too. And every
item in the store has the lowest price in townl
The giant GEM even has huge supermarket and
again, prices are unbelievably loos Almost a million
family-mentbers of the 16 GEM Stores from Boston to
Honolulu know that GEM savings mean they can do
lot of living and still hove top-guelity merchandise.
And new YOU, as student. are eligible for GEM savings
through a membership (renewable yearly) that costs only
60 cents. Conic in today! Please bring student -body
Lcard as proof of eligiblIlly.

OPEN 24 HRS. DAILY

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLAR A
POSE lARSiNG AL’S &

MAL’S. IS SO MIRO

w*IE*INIE

THE COMPLETE "PRIVATE" DEPARTMENT STOOP

1717

NORTH FIRST STREET

SAN JOSE

SHOPPING HO ’IS:
Weekdays, Noon lo 9 P M.
Saturday, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Seeriley, Noes to 6 P.M.
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Lawson’s 48-11 Tops
Frosh ’Triple -Jump’
li FRED R.tt.1.1. ND
One of two San Jose State fresh:nen invited to compete in Friday
night’s Coliseum Relays in Loa
Angeles is 18-year -old Henry LawLawson, who leads the nation’s
fresh hop-step-jumpers with a
mark of 48 feet 11 inches, will be
competing in the "triple jump"
event for the Spartans.
guess I’m one of the lucky
ones." Henry said modestly.
-Not too many freshmen are
invited to the Coliseum Relays."
In Saturday’s West Coast Re-

R

LEE’S

ALL HAIRCUTS

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon.-Sat., Sun. 9-4

68 E. San Fernando
(On* Block f rot, Campus toward Town)

JAZZ
AT

JANKO’S
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat.

the

DON RUSSO
TRIO
Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

HOFEIRAU STYLE
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

19 N. MARKET ST.

ell111C1116:i
40?

1

411441.%

sports

lay, at Fresno, Li.mson fouled on
five of his six jumps but still managed to place fourth on the
strength of the one accepted leap
of 48-5%.
Henry, who hails from Pittsburg, Calif., is aiming for 51 feet
In his event this year. "I’ll be disappointed if I don’t go 49 feet at
the Coliseum," he said.
Lawson was a hurdler and broad
jumper at Pittsburg high school
although he did compete in the
hop-step-jump a few times before
coming to SJS.

Friday, May 18, 19432

George Rubine, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Sharon Prickett defeated
Frank Walter, Theta Chi, and
Sherrie Snow Wednesday afternoon to sew up their interests in
t h e intramurals coed volleyball
tournament championship.
Rubine and Miss Prickett had
previously knocked Walter and
Miss Snow into the losers bracket.

The 135-pound, 5 foot 8 inch
freshman has increased his performance in the hop-step-jump
this year by more than two feet,
advancing from slightly over 46
feet to 48-11. He is now closing
in on the national freshman record of 49-3% set by Jack Smyth
of Houston in 1956.
Henry is majoring in business
education at State with a physical
education minor. However, he
plans to go into youth work upon
graduation.

Cagers Play
Slate of 23
Next Season

At Fresno Saturday Lawson
placed fourth behind Mahoney
Samuels, a Jamaican and friend
of San Jose’s Dennis Johnson.
Samuels, competing for Foothill
college, leaped a fabulous 511034 to set a new national junior
college record.
Sarnuels is considered a good bet
to wind up at San Jose State either
next year or the following one.
"Samuels is a darned good jumper," Lawson says. "He learned
from Adhemar Da Silva (the great
Brazilian star)."

San Jose State College’s 196263 varsity basketball team will
feature a 23 game schedule highlighted by a three game road trip
against Illinois, Michigan and
Detroit.
The Spartans will open away
from home against Portland university November 30 and December 1, then return to make their
San Jose debut against San Francisco state on December 6.
The complete 1962-63 schedule
as announced by SJS Athletic
Director Bob Bronzan is:
at Portland U.
Nov. 30
at Portland U.
Doc. 1
San Francisco state
Disc. 6
at Fresno state
Doc. II
San Fernando state
Dec. 14
at Illinois
Dec. 17
at Michigan
Doc. 79
at Detroit
Dec. 20
WCAC Tourney
Dec. 26-29
at U.O.P.
Jan. 5
Jan. II .....................at St. Mary’s
Loyola
Jan. 12
Santa Clara
Feb. 2
Pappardine
Feb. 8
at Loyola
Feb. 16
at Pappardina
Feb. 16
U.S.F.
Feb. 22
at Santa Clara
Feb. 23
Si. Mary’s
Mar. 4
at U.S.F.
Mar. 6
Mar. 9
* denotes WCAC games

Swimmers Vote
Squad Trophies
San Jose State’s swimmers are
holding a picnic today that will
feature the naming of three
awards
The team members will vote on
the top swimmer on the squad,
the most improved swimmers and
the most consistent.
Leading candidates for the titles
according to coach Tom O’Neill
are Bob Wegman, top swimmer;
Don Black, most improved and
Jim Johnson, most consistent.
Johnson, a diver, is undefeated
in competition this year. He is the
only Spartan that can make that
claim. The Spartans as a team
lost only one meet, the California
state college championships.

NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD

No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food that
tons any you’ll find
even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,
it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

Tico’s Tacos
411, and St. James

By JOHN HENRY
The Coliseum relays "Miracle
mile" became a reality when Oregon’s Dyrol Burleson announced
that he would run against world
SPARTAN DAILY-0 record holder Peter Snell tonight
in Los Angeles.
Burleson, who holds the American mile record of 3:57.6 will
face Snell for the third time tonight. The previous meetings of
the two top milers came before i
Snell had established the world
records in the 800 meters, mile and
1000 yards. Burleson beat Snell
in New Zealand in 1961 in both
the 880 and the mile
Once there, the latter pair downed
San Jose’s Ken Tucker will
John Moore and Karen Goodman
to get another crack at the win- find the field in the mile tops
to push him under four minuteo
ner’s brocket champs.
for the first time. Tucker’s beet
Markham hall was suspended
Is 4:03.6.
from the independent softball
In addition to these three top
league for using four ineligible
men in its game against the men the (kid also has Jim Grelle
(3:59.9) and Lieutenant Cary
Draft Dodgers Wednesday.
Markham had used ineligible Weisiger of the Quantico Marines
men in five previous games ac- who ran a 4:02.7 last week.
Tucker will come back tomorcording to Intramurals Director
row in the 880 at the Northern
Dan Unruh.
The game that the dormitory California Invitational at Stanforfeited was a 4-3 win over third ford at 1:30 p.m.
Freshman Danny Murphy will
place Draft Dodgers. Markham
scored two runs in the bottom of be in top company tonight when he
the fifth and final inning to "win" meets Snell’s teammate Barry
Magee in the 5000 meter run. Mait.
The Sheiks remained unde- gee has a best of 13:39.2 in the
feated In independent softball 5000 and according to his coach
play, as they scored a 2-1 win Arthur Lydiard, "is ready to take
a run at Vladimir Kut’s world
over Lambda Delta Sigma.
mark of 13:35."
Three LDS errors paved the
World record holders Frank
way to the Sheiks win, as Lambda
Budd and Bob Hayes will meet in
Delta pitcher Max Chancellor
the century tonight.
struck out five and only allowed
Both men have run 9.2s and
two hits for his losing teammates.
The losers also got only two Budd recently tied the world
record in the 220 of 20.0. Other
hits.
top sprinters in the meet will be
Omega Tau Alpha’s Rod AnnHenry f’arr of Arizona state
able allowed only three hits,
who lussi a beet of 20.4 in the
Wednesday, as OTA shut out
220. liable Watson (20.3). Stone
Sinfonla 9-0.
Phil McGrowen got three of Johnson (9.4 in the 100) and
Doug Smith (9.4 last year).
OTA’s runs batted in.
Spartan Jeff Fishback (9:03.9)
Allen Haulers scored at least
one run in every inning, breezing will go against George Young
(8:50.6) in the steeplechase and
to a 7-2 win over AROTC.
The intramural golf tournament, then will come back tomorrow in
which started May 10, will con- either the mile or two-mile at
clude Tuesday, according to Stanford.
High jumper Vance Barnes will
Unruh.
INDEPENDENT SCTANDINGS find the going rough at the ColiW
L seum when he comes up against
8
0 Joe Faust (7-P4. Bob Avant and
Sheiks
7
1 Gene Johnson who have ale’
Omega Tau Alpha
2 cleared seven feet. Barnes has a
Draft Dodgers
6
6
2 best of 6-10.
Lambda Delta sigma
The SJS mile relay team of
4
4
AROTC
3
3 Bruce McCullough, Pete PetrilloAllen Haulers
2
5 vich, Lynn Peterson and Willie
Moulder hall
2
6 Williams, who have a best of
Markham hall
1
6 3:10.1, will come up against AriNewman Knights
I
7 zona state 13:07.5), USC (3:08),
Shifonbs
0
7 Texas Southern 13:09) and the
Beavers
7 Santa Clara Youth Village quarPollee School
0

Rubine, Prickett
Win V-Ball Title

In the state high school meet
last year, Lawson placed sixth
In the broad Jump with a leap
of 254’4.

MEXICO

Tucker Vies With Burleson,
Snell in Mile Run Tonight

Judo Team Meets
All-star Contingent
In Hollywood Meet
,

San Jose State’s judo team, recent winners of the National Collegiate Athletic assn. championship, will travel south to Hollywood for its last meet of the year
Saturay night at 6 o’clock.
The Spartans will send a 25 man -team against the southern
California all-stars. The Spartans,
who have never won the yearly
event, will be going all out to
chalk up its first win in the series.
Among the 25 men the Spartans will send south are: Sanford
Alcorn, Larry Stuefloten, Dexter
O’Day, Lee Parr, Dave Yochida,
Dave Sawyer, Rich Gibson. Dick
Shigemoto, Warren Minami and
Gary Newquist.
The Spartans have only lost one
meet this year. They came in second place to the San Francisco
judo club in the California state
championships. They won 11 meets
this year.

Williams, McCullough and freshtet of Keith Thomassen. Fran
Washington, Bill Toomey and Jack man Larry Le Fall will go in the
440. Tucker and freshman Mike
Yerman.
the 881i against
McCullough (51.8) will also go C;ibeall will go in
Harry McCalla
in the 400 -meter hurdles against Stanford’s
Horace Whitehead and MurUSC"s Rex Cawley who has a
phy and possitils Fishisiek Will
beet of 49.9.
2%40 Mile along with
Tomorrow San Jose will send go in the
freshman Tom Tulle.
a full team to Stanford. Lloyd
Murad and Dwight Middleton of
Tom Harrison and Bolt Taylor
the freshmen will go in the cen- will go in the high hurdles; while
tury and the 220 along with Wil- McCullough, Bob Baughman and
Angelo Haddad will go in the low’.
liams in the 220.

/
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The tan
that’s the talk
of the teens...
TANFASTIC!
The sunscreen in Tanfastic
was created by Sea & Ski
especially for teen-age akin.
Just-right protection for young
active people who like to stay
out in the sun for hours on end,
get all the tan they can.
Isn’t this for you?

Real suntan
real fast!
Gas St1 Co., 0.x. of &Mar.,

Handy 2 -oz.
plastic squeeze tube

69t

Economy aim
it1.2510 12.25
(all prices p:.is Fad. tax)
’a

METRIC PHARMACY
5th & Santa Clara

NEXT TO WINCHELUS

Not just three sizes... but three different kinds of cars ...Chevrolet!

DON’T DELAY!
CY 7-2121

Take your pick of 31 models during CHEVY’S GOLDEN SALES JUBILEE

(Summer flights are filling rapidly!)

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 E. San Fernando

Saw Jose

We look-alikeg here! You’ve got three decidedly different
kinds of cars to choose fromeach with its own size and
Fizzle. The Jet -smooth Chevrolet’s specialty is luxury
just about everything you’d expect from an expensive car,
except the expense. IN If you’re thinking a bit thriftier,
there’s the Chevy II with practicality to do you proud.

Lots of liveliness, too, for such a low, low price. U Got
sporty gleam in your eye? Step right up to our Corvair
for rear-engine scamper and steering that’s doggone near
Conclusion: See your Chevrolet dealer now
effortless.
for the most versatile choice going and a
beauty of a buy on your favorite.

Beautiful Buying Days are here at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s

11-91,11RTARf 11111MT
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Annual Banquet Honors ;Phi Kappas
Set Initiation
uca ion MU

-

KLOK To Feature Faculty Members
International Week Will Discuss
International
Academic Freedom
St intents’

urih

JoOr.% Niays51. P:L (II Mi. oi
evaluate SJS’
week Sunday at 9:3u p.m
on the weekly natio progi am Showv.ise o:aaJaiSC State. station KLOK,
dial 117,
A coed from Portugal will be in.
temiewed by Mrs. 1-lizabeth Stewart, assistant professor of English.
on the international centered proSri11

aa...1.11.1c ocso.,:a Won.
Ito We Need? How much can we’
’ take?" will be the topic of a panel
discussion involving four SJS fax! ulty members Tuesday at 12:30
, p.m. in Concert Hall.
The program, open to the public, !
Also on Showcase’s program is a
tape of the SKS Symphonic band’s will consist of panel members’
performance of The Sinfonians," presentatiuns of various points oo
The recording was taken during
jew 011 the subject of econen:,,
last %Yeek’s concert by die band,
fretalom its meaning, substal
which is directed by Dr. Itabert
flare. assoviate professor of music. purpose and scope. A brief goes- ,
Campus news will be Imiad,ast t Ian :aid answer period will folon the weekly State Mike I.. ’ii.’ ., a the discussion.
Panel members are Dr. William
R Rogers. professor of education:
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader. assistant :
Nikes
lassrasca Savings Announced
. professor of sociology: Dr. Charles
Wernea and married man over
NI. Larsen. asistant professor
oft
or
21: OS lin. sit
of Se/ (based on current 17 pot
mathematics: and Dr. William N
ant dividend) Single awn undr
25: 5252 less $el dvidend. r .t
Mcilain assistant professor of
at $209
p,a,chology.
SlOr20 000 Bodily liagy Liability: $5,000
end $0.00 14.4,4!
Property Dema
Panel moderator will be Dr.
Other ****** Q11 at COT.
able 1.i11036. PirWIWIW can be
Herbert F: Craig, assistant pio0, WACO or fear finals
Call or write for full ;ger.
fesaor Ci
on ft. Georqe M. Campbell

Event Gains
Official Status

I.

.re Meade Avenue. Sunnr.l
+Egon* 5.1741 (Orry 1 noir’

JOSiE’S
PEE WE GOLF
Betwecn bth and

E

9th on

Santa Clara

C,:an da .y

It

to

It

Just

35’
for

18 HOLES OF GOLF
Snack Bar

Just for fun,
Come in today’

Spartan Oriocci
Plans Steak Bake
kirako

l’11):

tit day. May 26. beginning at
The charge for this open event
is $1.50 for non-members and $1.25
tor members. Tickets may be purchased from club officers and members.
Myles Taketa. CY3-1776. may I
tie contacted it transportation is
needed.
Stt.5
%DIOS
.
1’ I ’I
Accion
Cultural Popular, a Roman Catholic organization in Columbia,
has bought 100,000 transistor radios for $1.2 million for use in
missionary work.

HARVEST DANCEGaily decked in their native garb, four
dancers from India will perform the Bhangra dance tonight at
the International Ball. The four college students, all serni.professional dancers, are J. S. Ahluwalia with the drum; Raj Madahar,
standing; Sohan Sahota, left; and Kulwant Panesar, right.

Baptist Students
Ready for Tour

0.10 b. Syh cull

Roger Williams fellowship MOMhers are planning their annual trip
to scenic points in San Francisco
; tomorrow, when they will visit the
sagentine consulate, Fisheiman’s
hart, t he International bazaar,
, the Arne’ lean Friends service comaddresses of Alfred Thayer Ma- mittee, the First Chinese Baptist
han. Theodore Roosevelt and Al-’ church and Chinatown.
beta Beveridge will precede a desThe excursion, arranged by the
cript ion of America’s Spanish- i group’s social actions committee, is
American war games in the Pacific. open to the college public. A fee of
An appraisal of America’s per- $3 will be charged for transportagains and her tion and meals. Cars will leave
rnanent
20th-century Pacific liabilities will Grace Baptist church, 10th and San
conclude the series, presented by Fernando sts., at 8:30 tomorrow
the Speech and Drama depart- mooning. Reservations may be
made by calling CYpress 5-2035.
ment.

Dr. Wheeler To Conclude ’Perspective’
Series On U.S. Role m Growth of Pacific s
"The U.S. as a Pacific Imperialist," last program of a four-part
series on the U.S.’s role in the development of the Pacific from
1784 to 1900, will be examined by
Dr. Gerald Whetter, assistant to
the dean of graduate studies, on
tomorrow’s 11:30 a.m. "Prespecthe" on KNTV, Channel 11.
Dr. Wheeler will summarize ,
America’s expanding empire in the
last years of the 19th centin
emphasizing its Pacific aspects. An
examination of the writings and ,

Check your opinions against LM’s Campus Opinion Poll 2.0

0 Is a B. A. good enough for the
job you want?
.44.11141-1

SAM
GRAD
EXEC.Nr?

’a Do U.S. movies
weaken our image
abroad?

Thirty-one graduating seniors ol Marie Misfeldt 1111(1M.,o atone
the Elementary Education depart- Nealon.
ment and eight graduate students j Lee Nordheim, Lollta Oates, Pit.
’if the Seeondary Education de- I trivia Rosa Ann Ramey, Marian
pat (Mena were honored Wednes- Reinhart, Lois Sakamuto and
day. Recognition was made at the Linda Yamamoto.
Graduate honorees in secondary
annual education honors banquet
A welcoming address was de- education WIMP announced by Dr.
livered to the grout) by Dr. Wil" G W. Find, head of the departham Sweeney, dean of the Educa- ment.
tion division. Lowell Keith, head . Those receiving recognition
of the Elementary Education de- were: Raissa Allayaud, Michael
partment, announced the elemen- Barnes. Claude Cameron. Rosamund Counter, Judith Dirk.s, Grettary honorees.
chen Grube, Rene Marful and
Recognized as outstanding in
Marilyn Streeter.
their field were: Marijane Adams.
Guest speaker at the banquet
Bates,
Mary
I iarbara Bamford,
Richard Conniff, superintenwas
,
Carol Bennett, Janis Bishop. Holdent of the Alum Rock union elels Blum, Sigrid Burk, Hortensia
mentary school district.
Butler, Miriam Cullen, Polly
Danielsen, Mary Diggs and Janice
Ebert.
Elaine Garvey, Ruby GUiules.1
I. inda Hardin, Rebecca Harris.
Itarbara Kauth, Stephanie Kedian
Wanda Laudenslager, Burnis Ly1 ons. Donna Miller. Joyce Miller,
Intermit ional Day received ot fi-

(i) What’s the smart

way for a cigarette
to dress?

Congress May Okay
Prof’s Training Plan

A military reserve officer pro- , be made available 11 tins plan goes
i4ram. originated at the Pentagon j through congress," said Major Tarin 1951 by Major Joe Tao pley, SJS pley.
A
TRAINING PHASES
. assistant professor of air science,
may be brought before this session
The students will begin anti en,
,
, of congress for approval.
their two-year course at an act it
"We are hopeful this session of air force installation. The first
congress will see fit to approve this phase of OEP, called OE 200, "TI:.
Officer Education program," said School of the Cadet," will be simiMajor Tat pley. "If they do, we will lar to a basic training course
save the effort of training 59.000 OF: 300. "The Nature of the Profeamen aft never become officers." sion," anti OE 400, "The ProfessionNation wide, 65.000 freshmen en- al Officer," will be taught at the
"r the ASI program. 35.000 con- college offeting the program. OE
mon to ASII, 5500 go on to ASIII. 500. "The School of the Officer." ’
and 4500 stay until ASIV. Finally. will be offered at an air force base
I 4000 men take commissions as sec- prior to the trainee’s receiving his
ond lieutenants.
commission.
ORIGINAL OFFICER
1 The flight instruction program
Major Tarpley was the original! now offered to second year cadet,.
project officer assigned to the de- will be affeted in the new plan, aa
velopment of the OEP program. Major Tarpley.
An intricate plan to make the
The major pointed to the problem
at Ohio State when they made switchover from a four to a twa
AFROTC mandatory. There were year ptaigram is included in the
3000 freshmen in the ASI program, advanced planning. All student,
but only 60 were commissioned within the program when t h
changeover comes in 1964 will I..
tattr years later.
As it stands now, air science given first choice to enter the flea
COUrgeN- take tour years to com- course, said the major.
plete. Major Tarpley’s OEP will
"In one foot -week summer ramp
take only two >eats, and will cover we will do just as much as ha,
only the junior and senior, or sen- been done in two years of C0110";I’
classes meeting once a week." comior and graduate years.
"The outstanding feature of this mented the major.
"We will attempt to give the
irogram from the student’s standpoint is the fart that to $1100 sehol- Vlatigllndll time back to the sti,,
Hemie year will tent."
arshia

Try Angelo’s Special Breakfast
This Weekend
Special Steak and Eggs
with Potatoes, Toast,
Butter, Jelly, and Coffee

Get Lots \lore from L\1
LM gives you
MORE BODY
in the blend,
MORE FLAVOR
Ifli1i

Si71Jke,

MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It’s the rich-flavor
leaf that does it’

HERE’S HOW MEN
AND WOMEN AT
56 COLLEGES VOTED.
%9E%9it
"atl.

1.60

Angelo also serves quality
Ham, Bacon, and Sausage

Alumni members as well as initiates and current members are
invited to attend the annual affair.
The program will feature an address by the Phi Kappa Phi faculty
distinguished scholar, Dr. Alexander Vucinich, marmot. of anthropology and sociology, and a concert
by Ricardo Trimillos, winner of a
$2500 Phi Kappa Phi national scholarship.
Tickets are available at the Student Affairs business office, TH16.
Deadline is May 21.
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STEAK HOUSE
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L&M’s the filter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.

72 E. SANTA CLARA
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Student Nurses
""""" .y to he mute
helping a national concern
introduce a new hydro.
therapy unit ti this area.
lit Seattle. the best miles
people have been student
nun-es. Contact Mr. Hatriu,

Op.

6E
a

10 a,tii. -

1093 Lincoln Ave.
CV 2-1173

ill VI \MN I I

di

Fall Semester
For as Low as
Approved

$200.00 and up
PER SEMESTER
Unapproved

$140.00 and up
a month

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So. 9th

CV 7-8877

Beauty Care
11 I .0 , Low Price.
All work done by qualified
Stuilenti.
ler supervision.

SULLIVAN

EAUTY COLLEGE

115 West Sim Fernando St.
._- --

(:Y 5.9516

A LOT OF
LIVIN’
A GEM COLLEGIATE
MEMBERSHIP MAKES
IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU!
Now you can do a lot of the living that has been staying
lust out of your rech.
GEM Department Store of San Joss opens the way by
announcing a special Collegirit Membership
mom’
bership that brings you TREMENDOUS SAYINGS on all
your needs.
Just to give you an idea of whet you’ll find in our 40
departments: Brand -name quality in men’s wear and
women’s fashions ... in sporting goods, calTalres, jewelry,
health -and-beauty ids, records. Thousands of paperback books, including the classics; and referenc books
by spacial ordering. Proscriptions filled, too. And every
item in the store has the lowest price in towel
The giant GEM even has
huge suffermrokef
and
again, Orient are unbelievably low. Almost a million
family...embers of the 16 GEM Stores from Boston to
Honolulu know that GEM savings moon they can do
lot of living and still have topquality merchandise.
And now YOU, as a student, are eligible for GEM savings
through membership (renewable yearly) that costs only
SO cents. Come in today! Please bring studont-body
card as proof of ligibilay

OPEN 24 HRS. DAILY

ON,A

Fr

Good
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N 11/1041

cial status today when Pres. John j
T. Wahlquist proclaimed today asj
International Day at San Jose
State and Gov. Edmund G. Brown
wired congratulations to the college for its International Week activities,
In an official statement presented to the Intercultural Council,1
President Wahlquist cited the "urgent need for developing strong ties ,
of undentanding of friendship between students of all countries ot
the world."
"These international students can
help us all to understand mole
fully the rich cultural heritage 01
their own native countries," President Wahlquist added.
In a telegram sent to nand:
Azimi. coordinator of the Intercultural Council, Governor Brown seat
in part, "We welcome international
students not only in the name ot
international peace and understanding but also because we know
from experience that their presence does much to enrich our live
and our understanding of thi
world."
Governor Brown added, "I salute
the overseas students of the San
Jose area and those who are responsible for this event."

The an Jose State Colleve chapter oh Phi Kappa Phi, tuitional
scholastic honor society eomposcal
of gt actuates and undereraduates
will hold its Spring Initiation Banquet in the Sponian cafeteria at 6
p.m., May 24.

IC

THE COMPLETE "PRIVATE" DEPARTMENT STORE

1717 NORTH FIRST STREET

SAN JOSE

SHOPPING HO ’IS:
Werlidays, Norm to 9 P.M.
Soferday, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sooday, Moos to 6 P.M.

No
Mc
St.
to
fai
WC

Lawson’s 48-11 Tops 2czity
Frosh ’Triple -Jump’
S

By FRED RAGLUND
One of two San Jose State freshmen invited to compete in Friday
night’s Coliseum Relays in Lon
Angeles is 18-year -old Henry LawLawson, who leads the nation’s
/cosh hop-step-jumpers with a
nark of 48 feet 11 inches. will be
competing in the "triple jump"
event for the Spartans.
"I guess I’m one of the lucky
Henry said modestly.
Not too many freshmen are
invited to the Coliseum Relays."
In Saturday’s West Coast Re-

LEE’s

SBAHROBPER

ALL HAIRCUTS

1.25
Open 9-7 Mon. -Sot., Sun. 9-4

68 E. San Fernando
iOns Block from Campus toward Town)

JAZZ
AT

JANKO’S
Every Thurs.. Fri.. Sot.

the

DON RUSSO
TRIO
Continuous Entertainment
from 9:30

HOFBRAU STYLE
LUNCHES AND
DINNERS

19 N. MARKET ST.

orts

lays at Fresno, Lawson fouled on
five of his six jumps but still managed to place fourth on the
strength of the one accepted leap
of 48-5%.
Henry, who hails from Pittsburg, Calif., is aiming for 51 feet
In his event this year. "I’ll be disappointed if I don’t go 49 feet at
the Coliseum," he said.
Lawson was a hurdler and broad
Jumper at Pittsburg high school
although he did compete in the
hop-step-jump a few times before
coming to SJS.
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George Rubine, Phi Sigma Kappa, and Sharon Prickett defeated
Frank Walter, Theta Chi, and
Sherrie Snow Wednesday afternoon to sew up their interests in
t h e intramurals coed volleyball
tournament championship.
Rubine and Miss Prickett had
previously knocked Walter and
Miss Snow into the losers bracket.

The 135-pound, 5 foot 8 inch
freshman has increased his performance in the hop-step-jump
this year by more than two feet,
advancing from slightly over 46
feet to 48-11. He is now closing
; in on the national freshman record of 49-3Lii set by Jack Smyth
of Houston in 1956.
Henry is majoring in business
education at State with a physical
education minor. However, he
plans to go into youth work upon
graduation.

Cagers Play
Slate of 23
Next Season

At Fresno Saturday Lawson
placed fourth behind Mahoney
Samuels, a Jamaican and friend
of San Jose’s Dennis Johnson.
Samuels, competing for Foothill
college, leaped a fabulous 511034 to set a new national junior
college record.
Samuels is considered a good bet
to wind up at San Jose State either
next year or the following one.
"Samuels is a darned good jumper," Lawson says. "He learned
from Adhernar Da Silva (the great
Brazilian star)."

San Jose State College’s. 196263 varsity basketball team will
feature a 23 game schedule highlighted by a three game road trip
against Illinois, Michigan and
Detroit.
The Spartans will open away
from home against Portland university November 30 and December 1, then return to make their
San Jose debut against San Francisco state on December 6.
The complete 1962-63 schedule
as announced by SJS Athletic
Director Bob Bronzan is:
.. at Portland U.
Nov. 30
. at Portland U.
Dec. 1
San
Francisco Mae
6
Dec.
. at Fresno state
Dec. II
. San Fernando state
Dec. 14
at Illinois
Dec. 17
. at Michigan
Dec. 19
at Detroit
Dec. 20
WCAC Toomey
Dec. 26-29 ....
at U.O.P.
Jan. 5
at St. Mary’s
Jan. 11
Loyola
Jan. 12
Santa Clara
Feb. 2
Pepperdine
Feb. B
at Loyola
........... .
Feb. 16
at Pepperdine
Feb. 16
U.S.F.
Feb. 22
at Santa Clara
Feb. 23
St. Mary’s
Mar, 4
at U.S.F.
Mar. 6
.
U.O.P.
Mar. 9
denotes WCAC games

Swimmers Vote
Squad Trophies
San Jose State’s swimmers are
holding a picnic today that will
feature the naming of three
awards.
The team members will vote on
the top swimmer on the squad,
the most improved swimmers and
the most consistent.
Leading candidates for the titles
according to coach Tom O’Neill
are Bob Wegman, top swimmer;
Don Black, most improved and
Jim Johnson, most consistent.
Johnson, a diver, is undefeated
in competition this year. He is the
only Spartan that can make that
claim. The Spartans as a team
lost only one meet, the California
state college championships.

NEVER HAD IT
SO GOOD
No sense traveling south of the border to get that lip-smack’n
Mexican food. Right here in San Jose at the corner of 4th and
St. James you’ll find a place that serves Mexican food that
tops any you’ll find
even in Mexico. The place? That’s right,
it’s Tico’s Tacos for those delicious tacos plus other equally
tantalizing Mexican dishes. Come in today and discover the
wonderful world of Mexican food at Tico’s Tacos.

Tico’s Tacos
4th and St. James

By JOHN HENRY
The Coliseum relays’ "Miracle
mile" became a reality when Oregon’s Dyrol Burleson announced
that he would run against world
SPARTAN DAILY-6 record holder Peter Snell tonight
in Los Angeles.
Burleson, who holds the American mile record of 3:57.6 will
face Snell for the third time tonight. The previous meetings of
the two top milers came before
Snell had established the world
records in the 800 meters, mile and
1000 yards. Burleson heat Snell
in New Zealand in 1961 in both
the 880 and the mile.
Once there, the latter pair downed
San Jose’s Ben Tucker will
John Moore and Karen Goodman
to get another crack at the win- find the field in the mile tops
to push him under four minutes
ner’s brocket champs.
for the first time. Tucker’s best
3Iarkluun hall was suspended
Is 4:03.6.
f r om the Independent softball
In addition to these three top
league for using four ineligible
men in Its game against the men the field also has Jim GreLle
i3:59.9i and Lieutenant Cary
Draft Dodgers Wednesday.
Markham had used ineligible Weisiger of the Quantico Marines
men in five previous games ac- who ran a 4:02.7 last week.
Tucker will come back tomorcording to Intramurals Director
row in the 880 at the Northern
Dan Unruh.
The game that the dormitory California Invitational at Stanforfeited was a 4-3 win over third ford at 1:30 p.m.
Freshman Danny Murphy will
place Draft Dodgers. Markham
scored two runs in the bottom of be in top company tonight when he
the fifth and final inning to "win" meets Snell’s teammate Barry
Magee in the 5000 meter run. Mait.
The Sheiks remained unde- gee has a best of 13:39.2 in the
feated in Independent softball 5000 and according to his coach
play, as they scored a 2-1 win Arthur Lydiard, "is ready to take
a run at Vladimir Rut’s world
over Lambda Delta Sigma.
mark of 13:35."
Three LDS errors paved the
World record holders Frank
way to the Sheiks win, as Lambda
Rudd and Bob Hayes will meet in
Delta pitcher Max Chancellor
the century tonight.
struck out five and only allowed
Both men have run 9.2s and
two hits for his losing teammates.
The losers also got only two Budd recently tied the world
record In the 220 of 20.0. Other
hits.
top sprinters in the meet will be
Omega Tau Alpha’s Rod AnnHenry (’are of Arizona state
able allowed only three hits,
who has a hest of 20.4 in the
Wednesday, as OTA shut out
220, Ruble Watson (20.3), Stone
Sinfonia 9-0.
Phil McGrowen got three of Johnson (9.4 in the 100) and
Doug Smith (9.4 last year).
OTA’s runs batted in.
Spartan Jeff Fishback (9:03.9)
Allen Haulers scored at least
one run in every inning, breezing will go against George Young
(8:50.6) in the steeplechase and
to a 7-2 win over AROTC.
The intramural golf tournament, then will come back tomorrow in
which started May 10, will con- either the mile or two-mile at
clude Tuesday, according to Stanford.
High jumper Vance Barnes will
Unruh.
INDEPENDENT SCTANDINGS find the going rough at the ColiW
L seum when he comes up again.st
0 Joe Faust (7-1’4 I, Bob Avant and
Sheiks
8
7
I Gene Johnson who have also
Omega Tau Alpha
2 cleared seven feet. Barnes has a
6
Draft Dodgers
6
2 best of 6-10.
Lambda Delta Sigma
The SJS mile relay team of
4
4
AROTC
3
5 Bruce McCullough, Pete PetrinoAllen Haulers ..
2
5 vich, Lynn Peterson and Willie
Moulder hall
6 Williams, who have a best of
2
Markham hall
1
6 3:10.1, will come up again.st AriNewman Knight*
I
7 zona stale (3:07.5), USC (3:08),
SInfonla
0
7 Texas Southern (3:09) and the
Beaver.
Santa Clara Youth Village quar0
7
Pollee School

Rubine, Prickett
Win V-Ball Title

In the state high school meet
last year, Lasson placed sixth
in the broad jump with a leap
of 23-31y.

MEXICO

Tucker Vies With Burleson
Snell in Mile Run Tonight

Judo Team Meets
All-star Contingent
In Hollywood Meet
San Jose States judo team, recent winners of the National Collegiate Athletic assn. championship, will travel south to Hollywood for its last meet of the year
Sat uray night at 6 o’clock.
The Spartans will send a 25man -learn against the southern
California all-stars. The Spartans,
1who have never won the yearly
event, will be going all out to
chalk up its first win in the series.
Among the 25 men the Spartans will send south are: Sanford
Alcorn, Larry Stuefloten, Dexter
O’Day, Lee Parr, Dave Yochida,
Dave Sawyer, Rich Gibson. Dick
Shigemoto, Warren Minami and
Gary Newquist.
The Spartans have only lost one
meet this year. They came in second place to the San Francisco
judo club in the California state
championships. They won 11 meets
this year.
.

Williams. McCullough and freshtet of Keith Thornassen. Fran
Washington, Bill Toomey and Jack man Larry Le Fall will go in the
Yerrnan.
440. Tucker and freshman Mike
the 8146 against
McCullough (51.8) will also go Gibeall will go in
McCall.,
in the 400 -meter hurdles against Stanford’s Harry
Horace Whitehead and MurUSC"s Rex Cawley who has a
phy and possibly I-Ishii:irk will
best of 49.9.
along with
TOIDOITow San Jose will send go in the two mile
freshman Tom Mite.
a full team to Stanford. Lloyd
Harrison and &oh Tay 101’
Murad and Dwight Middleton of
the freshmen will go in the cen- will go in the high hurdles; while
tury and the 220 along with Wil- McCullough. Bob Baughman and
Angelo liadthul will go in the loss
liams in the 220.

The tan
that’s the talk
of the teens...
TANFASTIC!

TA

The sunscreen in Tanfastic
was created by Sea & Ski
especially for teen-age skin.
Just-right protection for young
active people who like to stay
out in the sun for hours on end,
get all the tan they can.
Isn’t this for you?

Handy 7 -:
-

Real suntan
real fast!

Economy sixes
*125 to $2.211
oil prices plus Fed. tan)

Sf Shl CO., Cir. of 3otany

691;
ads

METRIC PHARMACY
5th & Santa Clara
NEXT TO WINCHELL’S

Not just three sizes ...but three different kinds of cars ...Chevrolet!

DON’T DELAY!
Chareles Impala snort $44474 (foreroului)

CY 7-2121

1: Si..
.
Cn-raq 211outt 4 -Doer Scion (5x/4round)

Take your pick of 31 models during CHEVY’S GOLDEN SALES JUBILEE

(Summer flights are filling rapidly!)

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 E. San Fernando

1.1 ise..isa 4-Door Stahel’ ll’avs

San Jose

We look-alikes here! You’ve got three decidedly different
kinds of cars to choose fromeach with its own size and
sizzle. The Jet-smooth Chevrolet’s specialty is luxury
just about everything you’d expect from an expensive car,
If you’re thinking a bit thriftier,
except the expense.
there’s the Chevy II with practicality to do you proud.

Lots of liveliness, too, for such a low, low price. U Got
a sporty gleam in your eye? Step right up to our Corvair
for rear-engine Kemper and steering that’s doggone near
Conclusion: See your Chevrolet dealer now
effortless.
for the most versatile choice going and a
(III IBM/ I
beauty of a buy on your favorite.

Beautiful Buying Days arc here at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s

’Weekend Co-Rec Monkey Escapes
Features Twin Bi:1 In London Subway
In Tomorrow’s Fete

Friday. May 18, 1962

4.-CLPARTAN D A ILY

Recruiter
From Navy
Due Here

Overnighter Slated
At Yosemite Park
By Campfire Club

LONDON

overnigt, trip to Yosemite
it. in R. N. Sorensen ot the ,park has been scheduled by the
Navy Recruiting station. San Fran- :Tour and Campfire club for May
cisco, will be on campus May 21-25 , 26, according to Mrs. Elizabeth
in a NAVCAD van parked on cam- Stewart. assistant professor of
English and one of the club’s adHe will discuss the Navy’s offi- visers.
cer program with men between 19 , Students wishing to join the trip
and 27 who have or will have a ’ must sign up by Thursday, May
baccalaureate degree within nine 24.
Regular cost of the trip is $27.50.
months, 20 20 vision for line and
at least 20 400 correctable to 20 20 The price for students will be
vision for restricted line and staff $10.50,
A Greyhound bus is scheduled
corps.
Following successful completion to be chartered for the trip.
Mrs. Stewart said that a maxiof the OCS, the newly commisFarland, A. Carlise & co.: arid Ed Walthers,
ADVERTISING PANEL-Advertising and marsioned reserve officer serves on or mum of 34 students can be taken.
former SJS student, of Botsford, Constantine &
keting problems of the introduction of a new
duty for three years. Officer She added that the trip is about
Gardner. The panel discussion was sponsored by
a third full.
product into the market were discussed yestertraining is at Newport, R.I.
Alpha Delta Sigma, national professional adStudents may make reservations
Further information may be obday by a panel of members of the Sales Provertising fraternity. Others on the panel includtained by phoning the recruiting in Mrs. Stewart’s office, M204, or
motion Executives assn. of Northern California.
ed Bill Smith, Foster & Kleissr: Harold Ford.
Speaking at the podium is Jim Luttrell of Mcstation in Sari Francisco at MAdi- can place them with the clubs of.
Honig -Cooper & Harrington; and Jack Hecht,
wen,,.
Cormick & co. Seated (I. to r.) are Jack Sassard,
son 1-3828, Ext. 435.
L. tillI
I officers this semester include
Western Empire Advertising.
panel moderator, of McCormick & co.; Don McTony Dyke, president: Roy GhaSHOE SAVING
NEW YORK t UPI
When ,zimorad. treasurer: Diane NiseI
shoes become soaked in a shower, , wringer. social chairman and Gist’..
stuff them with paper and allow Kuster. secretary.
them to dry for several days - I All SJS students are eligible to
I attend the trip, said Mrs. Stewar!
away from heat.
Then remove mud from leather The club has no formal dues tri
by sixinging with thick dry soap regulations. Students may join the
or detergent suds, using a mini- club for one trip only, if so deThe AFROIC l’rt-saient s Re- Outstanding Junior was Peter J. sion Silver) Robert A. Gillham.
mum of water, the Cleanliness sired.
Commendation ribbons went to
Wolfe.
Next semester trips have been view last week, honored outstandBureau suggests. Rinse-wipe with
Dr. Staffelbach presented a gold Ronald D. Murdock, Carl P. De
damp cloth and allow to dry.
scheduled to the Sierras. snow ing cadets in the air force ROTC
Hamilton wristwatch to Harold J. I.-reuse, Dale F. Bryan, Robert
,aintry, Monterey and Carmel.
unit at San Jose State.
Baker. The Air Force assn. medal W. Barrow. William C. Harting
- -Guests of honor at the ceremony went to Bobby L. Baker. The Re- won the Convair award, while
7 VW’s
Immunization Shots
were, Professor Emeritus Elmer serve Officers assn. medal was Terrence L. McVey won the drill
Low as $ 7 99
team award
Scheduled for Today
A. Staffelbach, SJS Vice Pres. won by Kent H. Fairfield.
The Daughters of the American
5 Corvettes
Weekly student immunization William J. Dusel, Col. Guy H. I
Revolution award was won by
Low as 5279
-trots will be given in HB130 from Rockey from Hamilton AFB, Mrs.
Philip J. Greeley, commander of
3 Monza Coupes
! -4 p.m. today free of charge. Shots
Lewis Stark, J. F. Garriot, Lt. the cadet group.
.nclude diphtheria -tetanus, typhoid
Low as 51 7i
The Air Force Times award TODAY
,nd polio boosters: smallpox vacci- Col. Emery A. Cook, Lt. Col. EdEARL WILLIAMS
,!,t t ions and influenza immuniza- win T. Rios, Dean C. Grant Bur- went to Paul F. Riffel, while the
Spartan Oriocei, dance, "Short
MOTORS
Tribune awards went to
on. Head Nurse Mrs. Helen Smith ton, and Dean Robert J. Moore. Chicago
Hop," Women’s gym, admission 50
A A.
ICLA’.5 OF
reminds minors that they must precents, 9-1 p.m.
1199 SO. FIRST STREET
The Outstanding Freshman
CT 2-7587
--ent written permission from their award was presented by Vice Pres- son. (Advanced Silver) William A.
Le Carrie Francais, InternationGold)
’MarDias,
(Lower
Division
events for the shots.
al Ball, Hawaiian Gardens, 8 p.m
ident Dusel to Stephen J. Savage. I i R MA
and (Low Divi
Kolo club, meeting, WG22, 7-10
Peter A. Brewer won the Outp.m.
standing Sophomore award and
Women’s Recreation assn.. golf.
WG patio, 2:30 p.m.

Outstanding AFROTC Cadets Receive
Honor Awards During President’s Review

Spa rtaguide

+Lucky 7
Student Discount

3’

per gal.

with Student Body Card!

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT YOUR

LUCKY 7 SERVICE STATION
1170 North 4th Street
San Jose
Where quality and service mean economy

Spattarta
CLASSIFIEDS

UPD

There was

monkey business In the iondisi
subway system yesterday when

Job Interviews

Job Interviews will be held in the
Placement office, Adm234, unless speent lids aro
put out in ’drones of A. interview.
Students Cr. requested to sign up early.
TODAY
Monterey elementary and hlith
schools: elementary and high
-Aloof teacher candidates.
Moreland elementary school:
.lementary school teacher candidates.

U.S. Commandant
On Secret Mission

BERLIN UPI) --- Maj. Geri. Albert Watson II. Berlin’s American cotnmandant, drove Into East
Germany on a secret mission
yesterday.
His trip was disclosed by West
Berlin police on duty at the Glienicke Bridge where U2 pilot
Francis Gary Powers was released by the Russians.

A double-bal.rellist 11,1l1111’ jS ill
store for those attending tomorrow’s Weekend Co-Rec starting at
12:30 p.m. in the women’s gym.
A playday will be offered. (eaturing swinunirig 11-4). trampoline
11:30-3:30). basketball, badminton,
volley ball, ping pong, baseball,
croquet, and shuffleboard.
The outdoor courts and recreation field will be used for some of
the games. Swimmers must bring
their own suits. Towels are furnished.
At 13 p.m. an outdoor dance Is
offered. Complete with live band,
the Tune Twisters und the Blenders singing, the moonlight dance
will end at 10 p.m.
Students are reminded to bring
their ASB cards for adtraiston

Lord Cranley’s pet broke looseThe peer telephoned Scotland
Yard’s emergency number town
t be Moorgate subway
station,
saying. "My monkey ha,,,
caped."
Police crulsets arrived, and is.
ficers. led by Lord Cranley. 24,
fanned out through nearby
World War II bombed -out sites,
into which the monkey had fled
from the peer’s automobile.
They trailed the monkey bark
Into the subway, and Moomite.
statlorunaster Christopher Co:,
halted all trains on the mc-trup,,,itan line.
Lord Cranley led the bobbies
down the Uacks.
A bobble finally caught tile
monkey with a flying tackle.
-

10-Speed BICYCLES

Canterbury Assn.
Plans Experiment

Schwinn
Melyett
Raleigh
Taurus
Freius

Canterbury assn, will conduct the
Church of South India Communion
service and an experimental service
of the Protestant Episcopal church!
at its meetings Sunday evening and
May 27.
The experimental service, sched-;
uled for 6 p.m. Sunday, is the revision of the Holy Communion service in the Book of Common Prayer,
proposed by the Episcopal church’s
standing liturgical commission. A
report of the congregation’s reaction to the experimental service
’trill be sent to the Commission.
Assisting the Rev. Walter E.
Phelps, Episcopal campus chaplain,
will be the Rev. William B. Murdock and the Rev. Richard Ford.
both of Trinity church, San Jose.
---

$69.95
Complete
Service on
All Models

PAUL’S CYCLES

1435 The Alameda

Westin
girl inc.
TEMPORARY OFFICE
JOBS
I. day - we.b montho
12 South First Si, Suite 411

--

TOMORROW
Kis Folk Music club, concert.
Guy Carmsan, nationally known
folk singer and recording artist.
TH55, admission $1.50, 8 p.m.
Weekend Co-Raw’. Women’s gym.
12:30-4:30 p.m.: dance with lis.e
band froth 8-10 p.m.

Student Bowling
354 . anytime!
other student benefits
Try our

STEAK ,135
/6 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl 1

SUNDAY
CPRS, picnic,Club Almaden. adCT 4-700
375 W. Santa Clara St.
. wesoiowoIessowertowev."..w."44040wrtesow.,..0w.--........w.ois
mission 75 cents, 1-5 p.m

DVAL
FILTER
DOES IT!

FOR SALE

(((

Lost: Women’s Bolan wrist watch. P’Y
,,,, and diamonds. Wed., May 9. o
Wanted:Male to share 3 bedroom house rear campus. Reward. Cell CY 4-(or sooner. $31 25. 976 So. 6th Street even’nis
297 3441.
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Two roommates to share apt. swifts
25c a line firs. insortion
s’,’ni June 15. Call Joe or 8.11. Cr 7
20c a lin succeeding insertleas
2192.
2 lino minimum
Eldotly lady looking for lessons Evil .1
ii.
student profaned, Tel
Girl
11,1 n
TO PLACE AN AD:
AN 9 0210
Cell at Student Affairs Office Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Girls(s) to share opt in, suierner
Send in Handy Order Sisal
CY 7.3499
N.tvada.
with Check or Molloy Order.
dood
Wanted: Small motorcycle
No Phone Orden
Cash. CY 4-/148.

"Toreyton’s Dual Filter in duos panes divisa est!"
says Publius

()n Over to

AILTISTvi’ SUPPLIES
PR:Tt’liE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

2 Stores
112 So. 2tol St.
CY 2-1447
and

N’allev Fair Shopping Center

situ
cont
anti:
Gar(
Fi
theil
Li
Pas’
Pais
the
01
NI

-.!...1.4",....-S"...eS514.11:01-"1.0141VottetrVoleaSe’0101430:0S-SollothWer’We’S60

Alum Rock elementary school:
elementary school teacher candidates.

V/ANTEO

vol

CY 3.9764

Franklin McKinley. elementary
school: elementary school teacher
candidates.

Berryessa elementary school:
Conscientious male to share apt. with elementary school teacher candipos.. --cludirrs sarnmer preferably. $73 dates.
mr;A. w/wheels. R&H. NiYust sell P.f48. CY 13-5030 after 6.
Male offer. AX 6-0811.
MONDAY
Weekend work for male student leading
7P
Bonneville rn cyc’e. Like new. to .....omer Lob. CL 8-3188.
Edwards Air Force Bane: majors
.. $690. CY 4.5285
in aeronautics, electrical and chemTRANSPORTATION
Highest quality TAURUS 10 speed Ital.
ical engineering.
Expedition to 0- r-mb a-Panama. Share
or. Excel. cond. CY 4-8191,
H. J. Heinz: majors in business
litera.
Free
e.oense.
-..
paveFor Sale: 1940 long black Hudson 8 Lim. tune
FAIRWINDS. Bo. administration and marketing, for
G0,41 condition. $75. CY 4-7348.
Virgin Islands.
1288fti,
sales positions.
..caring expenses to
Newish, but lovable. Smith -Corona port. Wanted: ,
Nevpart
yea.
Leaving
about
abre for sale. C11 CY 7-9771. leave
..
15 June.
. . . When it comes to
<29 St. ltd. No. i4.
messaoe
.4rtiste Supplies
slimes
Fist 1200 TV Spyder convertible. 1959.
CY 4 269
Typing-thesis and term papers CY 5, 6661 after 6 p.m.
- 1.
58 Vespe. Go- d
, 0 0,
-1 of EL o
Typing-thesis.
etc. Reason Happy, healthy, hygienic, 57 250 cc ab h rates. ES 7-6498
owner. $262. Call CY 7-9981. Expert typing service. Day or night. Call
CL 84)35.
mimes, ,,,anuscripts.
’57 Chew. 2 dr.. auto RFl. WW. Very Typing
CY 7.9657 after 3.
editing. Reasonable. 293-3085.
MG.TD.1950. Right hand dr,ye c!assic.
PERSONALS
new tires. Ertel. cond. $450.
6.1094 after 6 p.m.
Superfluous hair removed permanrr’ ,
Nartele RE., 210 So. Ist St. CY 4 44,.
FOR RENT
Been
or going ASIS Europe? Phone ti
3 mar.. $37.50.
Share large house
Rot, 215.
;.x.king. 435 So. 7th. CY 4-4622,
HELP WANTED
Rosehille Apt. Furnished I bedroom & Full time pay--part time work. Collage
ar,
.drooms. Summer and Fall Wear men work 3 evenings and Saturday, earn
nib. Pd. 420 St. MI. CY 7-1529.
$50 to $125 per week. Phone 378-6383.
GIRLS-FALL RENTAL Furnished -O. Melo, Fut/pert-fime s ris in or. Select
Max 5. Approved. 347 So. 12th.
r
hours. Established ’ood rt. Top student
earnings 61 $4700.00 p us scholarship.
Summer and Fall. Attractive rooms. Two CY 7.4109.
-,s ., co -ego. Summer etes $20 and
525.491 So 7.h.
LOST & POUND
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Boom ’Bourn1 Aurelius, Coliseum crowdpleaser.
Says Boom -Boom, "Tareyton is one filter cigarette that
really delivers de gustibus. Legions of smokers are switching.
Try a couple of packs of Tareytona. They’re the packs
Romanar’

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
INNER FILTER

-

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
enir

no.; C’
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